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WELCOME
Welcome to our 2022 updated FIND OUT TEAM Rights Catalogue. We have again 
tried here to feature most of the highlighted projects we have had the privilege of 
representing over the past few years and many new titles ready to be introduced and 
published next year. The Clients we work with each and every day – both individual 
Authors and Illustrators or Publishers – continue to inspire our work with the 
common goal of finding the right home for their works all over the world. We are 
proud to say we sell in more than 40 countries in the world. We will continue to 
happily represent our current Clients, all the while adding new and talented Authors 
and Illustrators as well as creative and open-minded Publishers to have their books 
translated and published everywhere we go. This is our Home and this is where we 
spend most of our time and energies every day! Please, come on board and be our 
guest! We hope you enjoy the stay here as much as we do!

 
Cinzia Seccamani

Managing Director

FIND OUT TEAM 
Publishing Agency
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We are specialist consultants with vast experience in the 
publishing industry. We represent and promote Publishers, 
Authors and Illustrators exclusively in children’s and 
young adult publishing. We offer scouting, editorial and 
commercial expertise in many countries worldwide, as 
well as the promotion and sale of foreign rights and the 
management of co-editions. Our partners are leading 
publishers and the very best book packagers in preschool 
books, picture books, novelty and activity books as well 
as story books, juvenile and non-fiction for teens and 
young adults. We critique all our international illustrators’ 
portfolios to encourage their development and play to their 
strengths. We are intimately connected with the publishing 
industry and we seek out the best titles and talents by 
attending international and local publishing events and 
international book fairs. Join us on this exciting journey 
around the world and FIND OUT what our team do here 
in this beautiful catalogue!

FIND OUT TEAM is an Italian agency representing 
Publishers, Authors and Illustrators. Our particular field 
of expertise is children’s, teen and young adult publishing. 
Every single day pages are opened to the wonderful world 
of imagination by young readers in our target audience of 0 
to 15 years. With proven abilities in the publishing field we 
have established a long-standing international experience 
in a very wide network of contacts in many countries and a 
close-knit, multilingual team are the tools of our work and 
the key to our success.
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Eccola qua:
Come si fa a essere felici?

Che vi avevo detto? È una domanda diversa dalle 
altre, perché si parla di una cosa – la felicità – che non 
puoi toccare o vedere o sentire, e nemmeno annusare! 
Insomma, la felicità non è una di quelle parole che
la maestra chiama nomi concreti.
Certo, uno potrebbe dire: ma che domande ti vai a fare, 
Arturo? Perché non ti chiedi cose più normali, del tipo 
dov’è caduto il meteorite che ha sterminato i dinosauri
o come fanno i calciatori a colpire la palla al giro?
La colpa è tutta di mamma. L’altro giorno stava 
spolverando la libreria di camera sua e come al solito
si è messa a sfogliare i libri di quando era piccola e
a raccontarmi le trame e i personaggi principali.
Io facevo �nta di ascoltarla, mentre giocavo al tablet, 
però a un certo punto lei ha parlato di una bambina
che aveva una specie di dono: sapeva ricercare la felicità.
Ora, a me questa cosa qui mi ha lasciato a bocca aperta.

Ricercare la felicità? Ma come si fa?
Come fai a ricercare una cosa che non puoi vedere
né toccare né sentire? E nemmeno annusare! Insomma,
la felicità non è mica una matita, che quando la perdi
ti metti e guardare nell’astuccio o in un cassetto!
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CARTHUSIA is an Italian children publishing house, 
founded in 1987. The Publishing House have been 
dealing with communication for children and teenagers, 
teachers, parents and all those figures who work with 
children for over thirty years. Carthusia have always 
expressed two souls: one linked to the book trade and 
one to “special projects”. Their books travel outside the 
box and beyond the borders, thanks to the universality 
of their stories and their illustrations that know how to 
talk to children all over the world.

CARTHUSIA use the power of images and the courage of 
words to tell children about life, addressing even difficult 
and sensitive topics in a very delicate way. In particular, 
their Silent Books series and that of “Musica Disegnata” 
are among the most beautiful and original creations - in 
our opinion - of the whole Italian children’s literature.

servono più info per 
costruire la pagina4 PUBLISHERS

new! CARTHUSIA - ITALY
5PUBLISHERS

MIMEBÙ - ITALY

MIMebù is an Italian publishing house for children 
and teens part of the Publishing Group Mimesis (MIM 
Edizioni). Mimesis was founded in 1987 and publishes 
over 300 books focusing on high literary and scientific 
topics every year. In 2019 they founded the small but 
very dynamic children’s and teens Publishing House 
MIMebù, which publishes around 20 books a year and 
steadily growing...

MIMebù have a firm vocation: to convey free and 
independent thinking. With this brand they want to 
address children and young people with the hope to 
intrigue, amuse them and make them think. Their 
books aim to have no barriers or preconceived 
opinions or ideas.

NO GENRE LIMITS
Because they don’t like following rules (and neither 
do our readers)!

NO MEDIUM LIMIT
Because every book, whether paper or digital, deserves 
to be published.

NO AGE LIMIT
Because having fun is everyone’s right, young and old 
alike.

CB

Primavera|Estate 2022

Per consultare 
il nostro Catalogo generale 
inquadra qui

Seguici sui canali social 
per essere sempre aggiornato
sulle nostre iniziative

www.carthusiaedizioni.it
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new! EDIZIONI CURCI - ITALY

CATALOGUE

FOREIGN
RIGHTS

EDIZIONI CURCI 
Founded in 1860 in Naples EDIZIONI 
CURCI are one of the most 
important and well-known Italian 
music publishers and among the 
first ones in the world. 
Their Children’s Book Catalog is a 
reference for starting children to music 
and it’s nowadays one of the richest 
and most authoritative children’s 
music catalogues worldwide.
Because children who love music will 
be happier adults!

PUBLISHERS
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Target: Baby Books, 2+
Format: 16 x 16 cm - Pages: 20

Binding: Board Books
Texts & Illustrations: Motoneta

Target: Baby Books, 2+
Format: 16 x 16 cm - Pages: 24
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Andrea Gago

Target: Baby Books, 2+
Format: 16 x 16 cm - Pages: 24
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Andrea Gago

BY YOUR SIDE
A book that represents the bonds of love and care 
that exist between a mother and her little daughter. 
Motoneta’s illustrations recreate those moments of 
learning and exploration of the intimate world of 
parenting and allow us to learn about their first steps 
and setbacks. The circles used in the illustrations 
convey unity and protection. A range of strong colors, 
reminiscent of the seventies, allow to achieve a great 
aesthetic unity.

MOM’S BAG

What happens when mom has to answer a call? Children know that 
that is the perfect time to explore their environment and have fun. 
The book, written and illustrated by Andrea Gago, is a board book 
that teaches little ones to count from 1 to 10 through humour. 
The illustrations made with the collage technique bring us closer to 
the objects from the daily life of the materials and the warmth of the 
handmade drawings. Let’s see what our mischievous protagonist does 
while he dives into mom’s bag, what will he find there? 
It will be the absence of adults that generates that much-needed free 
space for play, imagination and surprise.

PON PON

Mr Yellow has lost his hat. A little bird enters the 
window to help him find it. Will the hat be under the 
chair or inside the washing machine? Maybe behind 
the mirror? The little readers will be able to help the 
protagonist of this funny story in the research thanks to 
funny rhymes and repetitions. A board book that helps 
develop phonological awareness in small readers and 
invites them to relate to spatial concepts such as up and 
down, inside and outside, front and back.

PLIN PLIN

Mr Cricket is in a hurry, someone very special is waiting 
for him. On leaving work he will need more than his 
long jumps to get to his appointment in time.
Maybe a bicycle will help him get to his destination 
quickly? or will a car be faster? Will a sailboat be needed 
to cross the lake? Or maybe a plane? A board book that 
thanks to a quick journey through sky, sea and land 
invites children to recognize the different means of 
transport with very, very funny rhymes and funny texts!

THE DISCUSSION

A book for pre-readers that addresses the issue 
of small fights and conflicts between friends. The 
dog protests, the cat cries and the chick answers; 
everyone wants to make their voice heard, which 
in this case are the onomatopoeia, each animal’s 
sound. This short but very appealing graphic story 
invites to interact with small readers, it teaches us 
about the importance of an assertive dialogue. The 
technique used in the illustrations is the collage.

Target: Board books, 2+
Format: 16 x 16 cm - Pages: 24
Binding: Board Books
Texts & Illustrations: Motoneta
Rights sold: Chinese (Simpli�ed)

Target: Board books, 2+
Format: 16 x 16 cm - Pages: 24
Binding: Board Books
Texts & Illustrations: Motoneta

Target: Board books, 2+
Format: 16 x 16 cm - Pages: 24
Binding: Board Books
Texts & Illustrations: Andrea Gago

8 BABY BOOKS
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POLIFONÍA - PERU
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PerCOrRo Il ViOtTolO 
peR AnDarE a vEDerE 
coSA vuOLe.
OrMaI è sERa, 
e Il GiArDinO Ha Un’aRIa 
miStERiOsa.

LA MAMMA MI ASPETTA SULLA PORTA…

PerCOrRo Il ViOtTolO 
peR AnDarE a vEDerE 
coSA vuOLe.
OrMaI è sERa, 
e Il GiArDinO Ha Un’aRIa 
miStERiOsa.

LA MAMMA MI ASPETTA SULLA PORTA…

ApPenA enTrO Si AcCenDOno TUtTe lE LucI 
e vEDo tUTti I miEi AmiCI. evVIva! 

Hanno preparato una festa per il mio Compleanno!

StaSEra VOgLiO doRmIRe nELla MIa tENda 
da RObiN hOoD, È piENa dI BelLE coSE. 
Non VEdo L’Ora DI adDOrMenTArMi qUi sOTto, 
ma SEnTo lA MamMA cHe mI ChiAMa, 

“Sam, vieni casa!”
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SHAPES EVERYWHERE!

An appealing new lift-the-flap series about 
shapes, filled with modern, clear, striking 
images. In the first three books, lively 
adventurous guides encounter triangles, 
squares or circles. Engaging illustrations 
of animals, perforated shapes, and hidden 
objects serve to invite little ones to discover 
shapes and find elements: lots of learning 
and lots of fun!

TRIANGLES

In this first book Robin Hood - the 
protagonist - decides to camp in the 
garden, but when his mother calls him 
to get home, he discovers that a surprise 
party for his birthday is awaiting 
him. Triangles are the harmless arrows 
he carries, his hood, the bushes, the 
stars, and the party hats! Flaps in 
different shapes and size hide many 
objects to discover. Enjoy the party with 
all these happy guys! 

SQUARES

In this book on a rainy day Puss in 
Boots decides to build a castle with 
cardboard boxes and he becomes a 
prince. Squares are the pockets of his 
clothes, windows, boxes, cushions, 
books... and what else? You to find out!

CIRCLES

Here we find Little Red Riding 
Hood enjoying a trip to the 
park with her grandparents and 
then taking a balloon flight. 
The circles are the wheels of the 
sidecar, granpa’s glasses, biscuits 
and donuts for her breakfast, the 
water lilies and the bubbles in the 
pond, the hot air balloon, the sun 
and the rainbow...

Target: Board Books, 3+
Format: 20 x 20 cm
Binding: Board Books with flaps
Pages: 10 + cover
Texts: Cristina Marsi
Illustrations: Dunja Jogan
Rights sold: EN-language Territories

10 BABY BOOKS
CRISTINA MARSI & DUNJA JOGAN - ITALY
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MARIA LORETTA GIRALDO & NICOLETTA BERTELLE - ITALY

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Look, look: surprise!

Engaging cut-outs and flaps in this 
brand-new series of board books fit 
perfectly in hands of children ages 2-4. 
Beautiful illustrations by renowned 
artist Nicoletta Bertelle, upbeat 
rhymes, riddles, find-the-object games 
and a delightfully recurring theme of 
amazing surprises will tickle children’s 
curiosity as they discover the world, 
animals, nature, sounds, noises and the 
seasons. Filled with lots of pure fun!

Planned Titles:

   1. LET’S PLAY HIDE AND SEEK!
   2. SEASONS SURPRISES
   3. WHAT WILL YOU EAT?
   4. RIDDLE ME THIS!
   5. WHAT MAKES THIS NOISE?
   6. WHO MAKES THIS SOUND?

Nicoletta Bertelle was born in Padua, where she graduated from the Institute of Art. She 
attended courses with well-known illustrators such as Stepan Zavrel, Emanuele Luzzati 
and Jozef Wilkon. She has illustrated more than 40 books for several Italian publishing 
houses, and many of them have become international best-sellers. Her book A new friend 
for Anna was selected in the White Ravens list by the Internationale Jugendbibliothek in 
Munich. In addition to illustration, Nicoletta devotes also to painting on wood and to the 
creation of art sets and art installations.

Maria Loretta Giraldo was born near Padua. She has a real passion for “spinning nursery 
rhymes”, she has also written many fables and stories for various newspapers. She has 
published books with several Italian and foreign publishers telling about presumptuous 
extraterrestrials, kidnapped sabines, monsters looking for a home, grandmothers and 
great-grandmothers, red-haired girls and Santas, witches and many animal tales, foolish 
or wise, who know how to teach us something good and make us always smile!

Target: Board Books, 3+
Format: 20 x 20 cm
Binding: Board books
Pages: 22 
Texts: Maria Loretta Giraldo
Illustrations: Nicoletta Bertelle
Rights sold: EN-language Territories

Want to play hide 
and seek?

TEXT BY

Maria Loretta Giraldo
ILLUSTRATIONS BY

Nicoletta Bertelle

It’s Lucky the Bear
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BOHEM PRESS ITALIA - ITALY

12 BABY BOOKS

Series BOHEMINI MINI

A new series for toddlers. The toddlers’ 
world through toddlers’ eyes!
The “bohemini-mini” series has the child 
as the protagonist and is suitable for the 
first form of dialogic reading with its 
emotional reading pace that enhances the 
relationship between the adult and the 
toddler. The initial and final pages show 
framed images of the objects featured in 
the books so the child can recognize, point 
out and name the things that accompany 
his day.
The first two “bohemini-mini” books offer 
a small bedtime and “wake-up time” ritual 
with a brief story and warm illustrations.

Target: Board Books, 9 months+
Format: 16 x 16 cm
Pages: 22
Binding: Board Books
4 titles  available          
Texts & Illustrations: Paloma Canonica
Rights sold: Chinese (Simpli�ed)

Titles available:
Good morning Sun
Good night Moon
Let’s Eat!
Let’s Take a Bath!

13BABY BOOKS
BOHEM PRESS ITALIA  - ITALY

Series BOHEMINI

A delightful series for toddlers, based on 
interactive play with cute baby animals starring 
in the stories.
The fresh, playful text can be read in two 
voices together with an adult. The pictures are 
accompanied by funny onomatopoeias that 
tease the imagination and stimulate children to 
communicate, making them actors in their own 
bedtime story.

The first title of the series, Lindo Porcello won 
first prize in the national “Born to Read” 
award, category ‘Books in the Making’ for: ... 
the simplicity of the subject, treated in a fresh and 
unusual way; the excellent characterization; and 
stimulating use of language that invites the child to 
participate and repeat.

Target: Board Books, 12 months+
Format: 16 x 16 cm
Pages: 22
Binding: Board Books
6 titles available
Texts & Illustrations: Eric Battut
Rights sold: Chinese (Simpli�ed)
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Every child experiences separation anxiety 
differently, which is why it is so important to 
handle leaving-taking for babies and toddlers 
who attend preschool or kindergarten with great 
care. This wonderful new series offers original,
appealing transitional objects that can play 
a crucial role in young children’s healthy 
emotional development. 
Each cloth book folds out into six pages laid out 
either horizontally or vertically, and closes with 

a snap fastener, which once open, can be hung in 
the child’s room. Closed, it’s soft and light, easily 
fitting into a toddler’s backpack or away bag for 
the hours spent far from Mum, Dad, loved ones, 
or even family pets. 
Each page (15x15 cm) has a pocket for a picture 
or drawing of a person or pet, or for storing a 
special object that is meaningful for the the 
child, so that she can keep it close by all day or 
night long.

MY BOOK OF TREASUREs

2 titles available:
My Caterpillar
My Home

�is beautiful 
and colourful  series o�ers 

children and adults an opportunity 
to play and encourage little ones to  overcome 

possible discomfort originating from the �rst separation 
experiences far from home or from their dearest family �gures!

Format: 15 x 15 cm
Pages: 6
Binding: Folded Cloth Books
Target: 0+

CECILIA FABBRI & RAFFAELLA CASTAGNA - ITALY

possible discomfort originating from the �rst separation 
experiences far from home or from their dearest family �gures! PICTURE BOOKS
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THE FANTASTICATS

The protagonists of this new series are 7 FantastiCats 
who live funny, quiet or exciting adventures together 
with their best friend, a little cute girl named Lei, 
and a boat capable of surprising transformations. 
Their enemies are the CatBusters, a storm, iron 
cages closed by terrible padlocks that will lead them 
into thrilling situations. The series is focused on a 
group of well-differentiated characters to encourage 
identification. Narrated in short and beautifully 
illustrated chapters, the stories use a rich language of 
imagination and are printed in an easy-reading font 
also suitable for children with reading disabilities. 

ATTENTION, ATTENTION! 
Firefighters in action!

Fox and his companions form a super team of firefighters 
who take on a dangerous mission every day. They are united 
and courageous, always on the front line to save people and 
things, restoring order... and in a good mood!

The adventures of Fox and his friends were created almost for 
fun, when one of the authors, Andrea Salaris, working in the 
fire brigade, decides to tell children about the interventions 
that have involved him and his team in real life. It is Chiara’s 
pencil that gives a face to the super Team… and four paws to 
Fox, Fiammetta and the other firefighters who have become 
the protagonists of this attractive series. Plush toys available 
for each one of the characters.

Target: Picture Book, 4+
Binding: Hardcover
Format: 21 x 21 cm - Pages: 52
Texts: Laura Magni
Illustrations: Giulia Orecchia

Target: Picture Book, 3+
Binding: Hardcover
Format: 25 x 25 cm - Pages: 32
Texts: Andrea Salaris
Illustrations: Chiara Balzarotti

1717PICTURE BOOKS
LAURA MAGNI & GIULIA ORECCHIA - ITALY new! CHIARA BALZAROTTI - ITALY

16 PICTURE BOOKS
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THE HATCHING

The good weather has arrived in the wood and 
every corner is dressed in beauty. Life is reborn 
among the rustling foliage of the trees. The whole 
world seems enchanted by all this harmony. But in 
a moment everything changes: the leaves change 
color, fall and the trees rinse. The inhabitants of 
the forest are anxious and worried. Here, in a 
moment, there are caterpillars everywhere, they 
are red, they are many, they are big! They climb 
up the trunks, eat leaves and buds, mingle with 
the branches. But luckily Nature knows how to 
do it: the caterpillars gather, they form a circle, 
the world holds its breath: something wonderful 
is about to happen...

about the author

Very popular Italian illustrator of picture 
books for children, painter, engraver and 
eclectic ceramist.  Antonio’s magical and fairy 
world of illustration narrates through colors 
and signs and creates suggestive dreamlike 
atmospheres that refer to a world made of 
feelings and dreams, of lights and shadows. 
Antonio’s books are published in Italy and 
abroad.

EASY MUSIC, DIFFICULT MUSIC?

“The musician wanted to write a song and 
was looking for an idea, an inspiration. He 
wanted to be the nightingale, who can sing 
without learning. But he was just a musician, 
he had to take his time, he had to learn to 
listen. But the gang leader cat did not think 
like him: “Well, what does it take to make 
a song? We have music inside: trumpet 
blowing hard, just hit hard on the drum, 
rub the violin with the bow and that’s it!” he 
said. He called the whole gang of cats in the 
neighborhood together and so they started...”

WHILE I FALl ASLEEP...

Those mom’s shoes were for Alice truly 
magical: every time she slipped into them 
she lived wonderful emotions. That morning 
a butterfly caught her attention. So she ran 
after her to the wild and green forest. But 
the butterfly suddenly disappeared and she 
could no longer see her. So she took a deep 
breath and thought it was nice to venture 
into the woods with mom’s shoes, because 
magical things could happen. And indeed, 
asleep she fell and... A magical story, between 
dream and reality, to discover how beautiful  
growing up can be!

Target: Picture Books, 4+
Format: 24 x 32 cm – Pages: 32

Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Pino Pace

Illustrations: Antonio Boffa

Target: Picture Books, 4+
Format: 29 x 30 cm – Pages: 32

Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Antonio Boffa

Target: Picture Books, 4+
Format: 22 x 28 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Antonio Boffa

ANTONIO BOFFA - ITALY ANTONIO BOFFA - ITALY
18 PICTURE BOOKS
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PULCIVOLANTI - ITALY

20 PICTURE BOOKS
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First There Was 

Maddalena Schiavo Susy Zanella

Translated from Italian by Leah Janeczko

gIrA GiRaMoNdOGg A G MoMoM NoNo dNdN O
Katia Rossi Elettra Riolo

FIRST THERE WAS ONE

First came a grain carried by the wind, then 
came the second, the third, and another and yet 
another.
Before they all lived together in harmony, then 
they realized they were different and so they 
parted.
They were very unhappy so separate until 
someone decided to look for old friends. 
Friendship and the desire to live are the real 
protagonists of this story which, thanks to the 
delicacy of the images, it accompanies little 
readers to discover the creative force of growing 
together.

gira giramondo

«Turn, turn, turn, all to bed one by one. 
Ring around the Rosie, lullabies for the world. 
Fear is gone, heart is calm with notes of voice 
and arms of love. I am your nest, soft bubble, 
which carries and cradles you in the night”.

A lullaby that can cradle little ones all over 
the world in a shared reading with a metric 
recalling the rhythm of the heartbeat. Text 
and images facilitate the relationship that 
shared reading creates since from the early 
months.

Whoopsies, it’s raining!

It’s raining today, it’s a really bad day. What 
will I do now?
Search under the sofa, peek through the 
curtains, chase the cat, poke your nose among 
the plants and you will discover that...
An invitation to enter the life of a child on a 
rainy afternoon, to observe from the door to 
see how, thanks to a curious change of gaze, 
everything can become a starting point for 
fun, entertainment and learning.

Target: Picture Book, 3+
Binding: Hardcover
Format: 24 x 17 cm - Pages: 48
Texts: Maddalena Schiavo
Illustrations: Susy Zanella
Rights sold: South Korea

Target: Picture Book, 0+
Binding: Hardcover
Format: 17 x 17 cm - Pages: 40
Texts & Illustrations: Katia Rossi
Illustrations: Elettra Riolo

Target: Picture Book, 3+
Binding: Hardcover
Format: 24 x 17 cm - Pages: 48
Texts & Illustrations: Giada Franceschelli

2121PICTURE BOOKS
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MAX’S DREAM

It’s a rainy day and there are puddles outside the 
school building. Max is sad and he thinks he really 
does not like rain! He wanted to spend a nice 
afternoon with hi dad. Max walks and daydreams. 
Thanks to a red balloon, he will find himself living 
a funny adventure in a special place. But where will 
our friend go? An engaging journey in the world 
of dreams to discover how the force of desire can 
sometimes make dreams become true.

MAX and leo

During a walk in the forest, our little Max lives a 
unique adventure. An unexpected encounter will 
lead him to discover a new friend. But who will it 
be this time?

A new adventure with Max will lead us on an exciting 
and fun journey to explore the human landscapes of 
affection and experience. The pleasure of getting lost 
in the diversity of the others.

LET’S PLAY?

An exciting story that narrates, with poetic and 
evocative images, the encounter between a child 
and a bird. Thanks to a game, the characters 
will experience intimate passages and unique 
moments of their relationship, giving the reader 
the pleasure of discovering the other. A narration 
through images where the onomatopoeic 
text helps the reading and makes also the 
implicit meanings of the storytelling clearly 
understandable.

Target: Picture Book, 3+
Binding: Hardcover
Format: 24 x 17 cm - Pages: 48
Texts & Illustrations: Imbrattacarta

Target: Picture Book, 3+
Binding: Hardcover
Format: 24 x 17 cm - Pages: 52
Texts & Illustrations: Imbrattacarta

Target: Picture Book, 3+
Binding: Hardcover
Format: 24 x 17 cm - Pages: 32
Texts & Illustrations: Maria Palet

PULCIVOLANTI - ITALY

Created with the 
support of the Project 

“Born to Read” 
Piedmont VCO, Italy
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SO CLOSE

The book gives us a vision of two houses that 
we can keep observing with a zoom in. The 
view shows two neighbors, two strangers, 
separated by a wall. Two different worlds 
where a SHE draws, in an ethnic atmosphere 
in dark and earthy colours. While a HE dyes 
fabrics in a garden where bright colours and 
plants stand out. It’s enough to remember 
that we just need very little, maybe just a 
flower flying away, to open our eyes and 
change once for all our lives!

A beautiful book about di�erence, love and 
tolerance and against any kind of racism and 
prejudice! A powerful message with stunning 
images, full of colours and poetry…

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Author, storyteller and professor, she lives 
in the south of France where she writes, 
teaches and tells stories.

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Graphic designer and illustrator, she studied 
at ISIA in Urbino, Italy, and lived in Rome 
for 8 years working for important national 
and international advertising agencies. Her 
illustrations have been published in books 
and magazines, in Italy and abroad.

Target: Wordless Book, 7+
Format: 23 x 23 cm
Binding: Hard cover with jacket
Pages: 32 + endpapers
Concept: Marie-Laure Depaulis
Illustrations: Dunja Jogan

23
THE LADY OF THE WOODS

In a wood, a little girl goes hunting for a mystery. The Lady 
of the Woods is a creature who protects and helps animals, 
she does not hide, she lives free, yet very few ones are able 
to see her and recognize her. The girl lurks, armed with 
patience and a kind heart. Eventually she will succeed to 
meet the wonderful creature and she will discover a part of 
herself that still unknown to her. She will discover that she 
too could become a lady of the woods!

A delicate story exploring the desire to get in touch and be in 
harmony with Nature with wonderful images full of poetry. 
An intimate but at the same time adventurous journey on 
the forgotten paths of the most sincere emotions, such as 
affection, amazement and respect for Nature, beauty and 
joy towards the natural world around us and that we should 
more and more protect and take care of!

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Sarolta is an illustrator and graphic designer born in 
Budapest (Hungary) but currently living in a little town 
in Northern Italy. Sarolta works with acrylics, pencil and 
with digital techniques and was awarded several important 
prizes and recognitions worldwide.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Cristina Marsi was born in Trieste, on an icy day of Bora 
Scura, the very strong northern wind that blows in her 
hometown. She writes stories for children and teenagers 
and she has published more than 40 books, in Italy and 
abroad. Her latest publications have been published for 
several important Italian publishers. 
Her collections of rhymes, Nidi and Hansel and Gretel’s 
�oughts, were exhibited at the BID, International 
Women’s Biennial in 2018.

Target: Picture Books, 3+
Format: 21 x 23 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Cristina Marsi
Illustrations: Sarolta Szulyovszky
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THE 10 RESTLESS LITTLE MEN

This book tells with simple strokes and 
quick words the story of 10 restless Little 
Men jumping from page to page changing 
colours and having a lot of fun in getting 
into troubles. At the end of their day, they 
hide on the roofs and among the stars to 
rest. They are 10 like the fingers of your 
hands, like the first number that we learn. 
They are blue, purple, yellow and they move 
following a simple nursery rhyme to read 
and listen again and again. The last pages 
of the book offer some funny activities and 
games for playing and learning using the10 
Little Men and their colours for the creation 
of a bookmark or a play on words. 

In this first story, the 10 Little Men change 
colours and get very excited but what is it 
going to happen to all of them in the other 
new books of this series? 

Target: Picture Books, 3+
Format: 22 x 22 cm – Pages: 36
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Cristina Marsi
Illustrations: Claudia Venturini
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THE 10 LITTLE MEN BECOME ANIMALS

In this book the 10 Little Men go for exploration 
of different natural environments, and move to the 
jungle, to the sea, to the forest and set off in search 
of the many different animals they will encounter: 
bears, koalas, tigers, sharks or bees. They will explore 
new shapes in different poses and in different natural 
places in a fantastic and super funny journey. In the last 
pages various games to play alone or in the company of 
friends, mum and dad.

THE 10 GREEDY LITTLE MEN

In this book, 10 Little Men have a party! They bite and 
taste a lot of goodies, and thanks to their abilities they 
will be able to enlarge their mouths and bellies till 
having a bellyful of pizza or chocolate! So, in a game 
of perspectives where the Big and the Small chase each 
other, we can have fun discovering how the 10 Little 
Men can eat a huge pizza in one bite or swallow an 
incredible number of meatballs! In the last pages games 
to play with friends, mum and dad.

THE 10 LITTLE MEN ON THE MOVE

The Little Men will take us on an exploration of the 
world, to the sky and beyond. They will ride rockets and 
reach the seabed in a submarine or fly high in the clouds 
in a hot air balloon! Some of them will ride a bike while 
others will transform into a different transport means and 
reading will become a funny “men hunt” where you will 
have to guess whom of the 10 Little Men has become a 
train or a spacecraft. In the last pages various games to 
play alone or in the company of friends, mum and dad.
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THE ISLE OF WOOL

Roset lives on an island in the middle of 
the ocean, and her niece Milla often comes 
to visit her. In a winter when snow has not 
appeared yet Roset and Milla hear a loud 
noise in the sky and with surprise they see a 
blue wool thread dangling from the clouds. 
This is really a weird and mysterious event! 
Roset starts to use the thread for knitting 
sweaters which will have the power to get 
people in a good mood. So everyone asks for 
a sweater made by Roset with the magic wool 
thread. But one day, the thread disappears 
as it came. And the first snowflakes fall. 
Who has sent that wool thread from the 
sky creating so much surprise? The Winter 
Guardian? The Snow Maker? Or the Spirit 
of the Island? 

THE LIGHTHOUSE KEEPER

One night the lighthouse keeper all of a 
sudden disappears. Roset and Milla are very 
worried but a seagull indicates them a precise 
point in the sea where he might be and they 
understand this is where they should look 
for him. With the help of Lisca, their beloved 
dog, they put on their dive suits and reach 
the seabed where they enter the Kingdom 
of Sirens and where they also can find the 
lighthouse keeper, charmed by a siren and 
kidnapped. But Roset knows these creatures 
well and their magic spells… 
She will call the lighthouse keeper by name, 
so they will be forced to free him! What will 
be the end, then?

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 20 x 25 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Cristina Marsi
Illustrations: Claudia Venturini

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 20 x 25 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Cristina Marsi
Illustrations: Claudia Venturini

THE SMILEY DRAGON

The Smiley Dragon travels around the world 
from 8 o’clock in the morning to dinner time 
every day. In his suitcase he takes with him just 
3 things and bring them with a curious attitude 
to the places he visits. This time he arrives in 
the Eastern World, in a city called Abkuk. He 
is welcome and hosted by the Sultan and his 
family, all struggling with a strong wind that 
always blows there. The Smiley Dragon decides 
to give his new friends the 3 things in his suitcase 
to help them facing their problems. As a sign of 
gratitude the Smiley Dragon also receives in 
exchange 3 new objects to take with him on his 
next journey: a red balloon full of wind, a mirror 
with an ever-blue sky inside and a storybook. So 
at 8 o’clock next morning the Smiley Dragon is 
ready to start a new adventure with some new 
friends! Who knows where he will go next?

Target: Picture Books, 3+
Format: 20 x 20 cm – Pages: 24
Binding: Softcover
Texts & Illustrations: Claudia Venturini
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WHAT’S THE WEATHER LIKE?
“�e Big Frogs” series, No 4

In What’s �e Weather Like many nice 
animals lead us, page after page, through 
very colourful drawings describing various 
atmospherical situations, along with 
rhymed texts good for little children and 
first readers.

The Author (1920-1992) is a famous Italian 
children’s writer. She wrote and illustrated 
many picture books.

BIMBAMEL, GOODNIGHT TALES
“�e Big Frogs” series, No 3

«And then, dad?». The baby, before going 
to sleep, wants his dad to tell him his 
fantastic stories. And dad doesn’t stand 
on ceremonies. Here you have him seizing 
lightnings, or arbitrating a match between 
walruses and codfishes or even cooking a 
gigantic cake on the edge of a volcano.
Powerful imagination and exciting 
illustrations in a book full of colours, 
amusement… and poetry!

Target: Picture Books, 3+
Format:  23 x 28 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations:  Elve Fortis 
De Hieronymis

Target: Picture Book, 4+
Format: 23 x 28 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Anna Lavatelli
Illustrations: Giulia Orecchia

about the AUTHOR 

Anna Lavatelli is one of Italy’s best known children’s writers. 
She has won a number of prizes, including the Battello a 
Vapore Award in 1993 and the Andersen Award in 2005 as 
best Italian author with Bimbambel (Interlinea). Her books 
have been published in Argentina, Brazil, China, Colombia, 
South Korea, Ecuador, Mexico and Peru.

about the illustrator  

Giulia Orecchia lives in Milan and works as a freelance 
illustrator and children’s books author. She studied Visual 
Design at the Polythecnic School of Design in Milan where 
she met Bruno Munari and other famous graphic designers. 
She started working as freelance illustrator in 1980. Her first 
picture book, a pop-up, Five Little Mice, was published in 
1983 in Italy by La Coccinella and in the UK by Methuen. 
Since then she has worked with most of the prominent 
Italian publishers, illustrating texts and book jackets 
and creating her own books. She has been illustration 
teacher at the European Design Institute, at the MiMaster 
Editorial Illustration Master in Milan and at the Illustration 
Master – Impronte di Visioni – International Comics School 
in Florence. 2006-2009 she was in the Board of Italian 
Association of Illustrators. She has been President of the Jury 
of the 2011 Italian Illustration Annual, which dedicated to her 
a monograph in the Illustrious-Authors chapter. She has 
studied Art Therapy and worked with psychiatric patients.

ALI BABA AND THE FORTY THIEVES
“�e Big Frogs” series, No 1

This is the most famous rhymed tale by Lele Luzzati, very 
well known as one of the best artists, illustrators, stage 
designers and authors worldwide. From Ali Baba and the 
Forty �ieves a beautiful short animated film was created. 
In this book you can admire his wonderful colours, his odd 
details and his clever irony, together with a main character 
who, thanks to his child’s innocence, works out brilliantly a 
fantastic adventure. 
Who knows, who doesn’t/this is the story of Ali Baba/who, 
to spend his time cheerfully,/did a bit of everything just to do 
nothing.

PULCINELLA’S TARANTELLA
“�e Big Frogs” series, No 4

Here you have the wonderful illustrations of the story 
which gave Luzzati a nomination to the Academy Award 
when it was first issued as a short animated film. Pulcinella 
is as poor as a church mouse, he has five children and a wife 
who would like to be rich; but one day he catches a silver 
fish which fulfills every wish…

Target: Picture Books, 4+
Format: 23 x 28 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Emanuele Luzzati

Target: Picture Books, 4+
Format: 23 x 28 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Emanuele Luzzati

about the AUTHOR 

Lele Luzzati (Genoa, 1921-2007) was an Italian painter, production designer, 
illustrator, film director and animator. He was nominated for Academy Awards 
for 2 of his short films, La gazza ladra (The Thieving Magpie) (1965) and Pulcinella 
(1973). He was born in Genoa and turned to drawing in 1938 when, as a Jew, his 
academic studies were interrupted by the introduction of the Fascist Racial Laws. He 
moved to Switzerland with his family and studied in Lausanne, where he obtained 
his degree at the local École des Beaux-Arts. He designed his first production of 
Solomon and the Queen of Sheba in 1944, a collaboration with his friends Alessandro 
Fersen, Aldo Trionfo and Guido Lopez. He returned to Italy after the war. His first 
work as an animator was the short film I paladini di Francia, together with Giulio 
Gianini, in 1960, which signs the beginning of a collaboration that lasted until 2007. 
He provided designs for the London Festival Ballet, the Chicago Opera House, 
the Vienna Staatsoper and the Glyndebourne Festival, including several Mozart 
productions and Verdi’s Macbeth produced by Michael Hadjimischev in 1972.
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YELLOW PARROTS, BLUE PARROTS 

Yellow parrots think they are better than the blue 
ones. And the blue ones are sure to be better than the 
yellow ones. One day, Bluetta – as blue as the night 
sky - shortly after leaving the egg falls from a tree. 
Ciuffodoro – as yellow as the sun – helps her, gives 
her all cares, especially friendship and love. They will 
discover that despite some differences, similarities 
are many more. 
Bluetta and Ciuffodoro will combine their resources, 
their feathers, their hearts and eventually their 
chicks, wonderfully green, will show everyone that 
war is the most stupid thing in the world. 
This book is a hymn to the value of diversity and 
peace, against all wars.

Target: Picture Books, 3+
Format: 22 x 28,2 cm – Pages: 24
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Manuela Monari
Illustrations: Silvia Vignale
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I PLANTED A DREAM

A dream is not just a dream, just something 
abstract. A dream is something you can touch. 
If you plant it and build a small fence around it 
then you can be sure it will keep safe. Then the 
sun and the rain will take care of it. 
And if, by chance, one evening, your dream 
should get afraid? Then you can sing a 
beautiful song, you can hold it tight reassuring 
it with smiles and cuddles. A beautiful story 
of persistance and love that explains how 
dreams, if well protected and cultivated, can 
sprout and unfold their wings.

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: to be defined – Pages: 24 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Manuela Monari
Illustrations: Evelyn Daviddi

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Manuela Monari lives near Modena, where she works as a teacher 
at a local Primary School. For years she has written and published 
books for children, as well as poems and song lyrics and writing 
remains her main passion. She has published picture books with 
all major Italian publishing houses and many of her titles are now 
translated in several foreign languages. Manuela has also been 
awarded literary prizes for her poetic texts and rhymes. Her deep 
interest for inner and personal growth fills her writing with a 
great attention to beauty, ecology, universal ethical values and to 
the poetry of life and emotions.       
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“beaver” like BEAVER

As a child, the philosopher Simone De Beauvoir received a 
nickname: “Beaver” in English, due to the assonance with 
her surname. The interesting fact is that this nickname 
becam part of his own personality, for her ever-burning 
desire to change the course of the current and change the 
status quo, as beavers do. The book takes us back to Simone’s 
childhood, when she decided to challenge his mother’s rules 
for the first time by asking for a bicycle. She couldn’t get it 
in the end, but that was only the first of many occasions on 
which she decided not to be the girl, and then the woman, 
who should have been according to the roles imposed by the 
social norms of her time.

TWENTYFOURTHOUSAND KISSES

A real catalogue of kisses, poetic and humorous, 
unlikely and authentic. A silent book 2 meters and 
65 centimeters long that does not need words, but to 
which everyone can give its own voice. A sampling 
of natural and unprecedented effusions, because 
sooner or later we will need to start hugging and 
kissing again! Without foreclosures or prejudices. 
A leporello book that is not a leporello book but, 
as the Author says, “a fierce sentimental device”.Target: Picture Books, 4+

Format: 18 x 18 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Hardcover 
Texts: Serena Ballista
Illustrations: Martina Paderni
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WE ARE NOT ANGELS

We all know that children are so sweet and kind, like little angels… it’s time to 
prove how wrong this statement is and we can see it through this funny story. 
Laura is obsessed by jokes and surprise attacks like tripping both friends and 
enemies up; Marina, the daughter of the ice cream maker, licks covertly everyone’s 
ice cream cone. Guido is a big nature lover, and he loves to camouflage himself 
and if you distract yourself a little bit, it can be so hard for you to find him. Enea 
laughs like a shark and when he gets angry, he gnashes his teeth like a crocodile. 
There are lots of boys and girls who are very insufferable pests, but they are also 
so happy not to be angels… angels are so boring in the end! And by being such 
enfants terribles they are also a little bit superheroes and superheroines.

Target: Picture Books, 6+
Format: 22 x 27,8 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Hardcover 
Texts: Guia Risari
Illustrations: Alicia Baladan

Target: Picture Books, 4+
Format: 20 x 13 cm – Pages: 2
Binding: Hardcover 
Concept & Illustrations: Antonio Ferrara
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G
uia R

isari e Francesca Buonanno -          al contrario

Ada fa tutto al contrario: piange, parla, 
mangia, cammina, gioca, scrive alla rovescia.

C’è chi la trova un po’ strana, 
ma questo non le impedisce di essere felice.  

Una storia sull’importanza di essere se stessi 
e accettarsi in tutte le possibili varianti.

€ 16,00

«Siamo mondi complessi, con cento, mille facce. 
Quel che conta  non è mostrarne sempre una, 

ma cercarle tutte.» Guia Risari

Guia Risari e Francesca Buonanno
upside down — little ada’s story

As a newborn, instead of screaming Uééé, uééé, she 
had screamed: Éééu, éééu. She slept in the day and 
was awaken at night. Her father was leaning her on 
the cradle while she wanted to be lifted. He lifted her 
and she wanted to lie down. She called mum dad and 
dad mom and growing up she even started walking 
backwards. Ada’s story deals with the topic of the 
Asperger Syndrome in a very delicate way emphasizing 
the aspect of freedom and the right to be welcome in 
our own diversity and peculiar “uniqueness”. It will 
then be a gym teacher to teach Ada a trick to live in 
harmony with others around her while remaining 
deeply and truly herself.

Target: Picture Books, 4+
Format: 22 x 22 cm – Pages: 36
Binding: Hardcover 
Texts: Guia Risari
Illustrations: Francesca Buonanno
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The ANTENNAS MAN

Two guys are walking in the streets of a small town and one of them 
stops in front of the town house where he grew up. The protagonist 
remembers his childhood, and one event in particular: the first time 
when the tv repairman got on the roof in order to repair faulty 
cables. He was a man who really fascinated the little boy. Everything 
in his memory now is fleeting and blurred: but he remembers how 
the antennas man was like a hero in front of his eyes. Now, as a 
young boy, he realizes how that event marks the first time when he 
felt attraction for boys. 
A story that sounds like a dream, where emotions and magic are 
mixed up and tells us about the primordial discovery of the sexual 
orientation of the protagonist with the narration of his turmoil, 
uncertainty and a lovely apprehension. 

Target: Picture Books, 9+
Format: 15 x 21 cm – Pages: 64
Binding: Hardcover 
Texts: Fausto Boccati
Illustrations: Amalia Mora
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HOORAY FOR GRANPAS!

Grandpa is preparing a surprise party for his 
50th anniversary with Grandma. Giorgio and 
Giorgia organize the party in secrecy and in 
the meantime recount the daily life of the 
family, made up of mutual caring moments. 
Dad is bathing Grandpa; Grandma and 
Giorgio are preparing biscuits for the party 
while they wait for Giorgia to come back 
from soccer; mum is coming home from 
office and will fill everybody with cuddles; 
dad helps inflating balloons for the party. 
Simple and measured words to talk about 
daily caring through a story in which each 
of the members of the family contribute to 
the common family well-being and in which 
grandparents, the elderly, are an active part 
and do not neglect their sentimental life.

ring-a-ring-a-roses

In the second book of the series “Giorgio 
& Giorgia” the two protagonists introduce 
us here their friends while playing around 
a great olive tree. There is Dolly who has 
big hands and manages to take many pine 
cones in one go. Then there is Marco, who 
has thin lips, big glasses and speaks slowly. 
Then, there is Michele, whose legs are 
trembling and runs slow and Riccardo, who 
rides like a rocket and knows how to make 
the best cookies in the world.  All of them 
happily turn around the olive tree, each with 
his own pace and if someone falls down he 
stands up and starts again, a little slower. 
Because being together is much more fun 
than going fast!

Target: Picture Books, 3+
Format: 18 x 18 cm – Pages: 48
Binding: Hardcover 
Texts: Cristina Obber
Illustrations: Silvia Vinciguerra

Target: Picture Books, 3+
Format: 18 x 18 cm – Pages: 48
Binding: Hardcover 
Texts: Cristina Obber
Illustrations: Silvia Vinciguerra
Supported by Amnesty International  
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LITTLE BLUE RIDING HOOD

A contemporary and surprising version of the 
famous fairy tale, in which nothing is as it seems. 
Little Riding Hood is not mild and quiet or 
impressed. The hood is not red but blue. The dense 
forest is not so threatening (nor it is a forest). The 
wolf is not so fiendish or fierce. But above all, stories 
are a path that leads from mistrust to friendship. A 
beautiful adventure with a daring protagonist and 
a very particular playmate.

IF A CHILD

If a child is not the same as everyone else — if 
he is shy, if he arrives late, if he sees things in his 
own way, if he does not believe in what everyone 
believes in, he risks being labeled as a “different” 
child. But every child is different and it’s precious 
in his own way. To discover his preciousness you 
have to give up judgments, open your mind, take 
a step towards other people. A picture book with 
changes of perspective that invite us to go beyond 
prejudice and to seek every day the wonderful 
encounter with the other ones around us.

Target: Picture Books, 6+
Format: 21 x 28 cm - Pages: 32
Binding: Hard cover
Texts: Guia Risari
Illustrations: Clémence Pollet
Rights sold: Spanish (Worldwide)

Target: Picture Books, 4+
Format: 22 x 28 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Davide Musso
Illustrations: Anna Forlati
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Not Anymore

The lives of four children described in 
rhymes through the evolutions of their 
look, emotions, actions and thoughts. Four 
children and a thousand ways of being, in 
order to compose the pieces of an authentic 
and unique personality. The book celebrates 
the complexity of the human being, which 
changes with the time and it’s in constant 
development.

THIS IS ME

The identity of a character is slowing revealed, 
one line at a time, nursery rhyme style, in this 
concertina book. On each fold, we discover 
something the protagonist likes doing—
wrestling, cooking, climbing, playing cards 
and lots more. Will it be a boy or a girl, we 
wonder on turning each page, but the gender 
is only revealed at the very end of the short 
story on the back cover, in a poster picture 
showing the child’s face and desire to be who 
they want!

A Room OF MY OWN

Inspired by Virginia Woolf’s A Room of One’s 
Own in which she expresses the concept 
that made her famous in the world, the 
authors relate the famous writer and the 
little protagonist – to which Virginia tells 
the conquest of her freedom of expression – 
through the solitude of a room in which, like 
a spider spinning its web, she could weave the 
threads of one and many stories.

Target: Picture Books, 4+
Format: 23 x 23 cm - Pages: 32
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Valentina Rizzi 
Illustrations: Marianna Coppo 
Awards: White Ravens International Youth 
Library 2016

Target: Picture Books, 4+
Format: 11 x 21 cm
Binding: Concertina folded
Texts: Fulvia Degl’Innocenti
Illustrations: Antonio Ferrara
Awards: Winner of the Andersen Prize 2015 

Target: Picture Books, 3+
Format: 18,5 x 18,5 cm - Pages: 32
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Serena Ballista
Illustrations: Chiara Carrer
Awards: White Ravens International
Youth Library 2017 
Rights sold: Turkey

Awards: White Ravens InternationalAwards: White Ravens International
Youth Library 2017

Awards: White Ravens International Youth 
Library 2016

Awards: Winner of the Andersen Prize 2015
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I am Adila
�e Illustrated Story of Malala Yousafzai  

Adila is a Pakistani girl, she loves school and she 
dreams to become a teacher or a doctor. One day 
she listens to his father saying that she would be 
safer at home, together with their parents. Sad and 
worried, she speaks with her teacher. The next day 
the teacher visits Adila’s parents to tell them a story... 
Through a narrative framework focusing on the life 
and fears of a little girl, the author tells the story of 
Malala Yousafzai, Nobel Peace Prize in 2014: from 
her blog on BBC to the attack by the Talibans, to 
the Nobel Prize and the activities of her foundation. 
And after listening to Malala’s story, Adila’s parents 
will reconsider the aspirations of their little girl with 
a brand new look and pride.

What Will We Do When We Grow Up? 
A Children’s Jobs Vademecum  

A book to make dreams free from prejudice.
Marta and Diego begin to imagine about their 
future during a classroom quiz. 
Marta dreams of becoming a secretary in an 
ecologist party and Diego dreams of working in 
a famous library. Marta also dreams of being an 
aerospace engineer, of writing great investigative 
reports or write sport news articles. 
As many jobs as the pages of this book: each 
one male or female inflected, according to the 
Recommendations of Non-Sexist Use of the Italian 
Language and according to the Italian Crusca 
Academy’s current guidelines.

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 29 x 22 cm - Pages: 32
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Fulvia Degl’Innocenti
Illustrations: Anna Forlati
Supported by Amnesty International  
Rights sold: Spain

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 21 x 26 cm - Pages: 52

Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Irene Biemmi

Illustrations: Lorenzo Terranera
Supported by Unicef

Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Fulvia Degl’Innocenti
Illustrations: Anna Forlati
Supported by Amnesty International  
Rights sold: Spain

Illustrations: Lorenzo Terranera
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THE MASTER OF THE INTERMEDIATE 
SKIES

The book tells the story of an inventor whose 
misunderstood vocation for artifacts and 
machines leads him to isolation. Until one 
day he decides to return to his dreams and 
embark on a voyage in search of the Floating 
Island: a point of intersection between heaven 
and earth. The author surprises us with 
magnificent illustrations, full of details and 
symbols to explore. And with a moving story 
of travel and transformation. 

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 22,5 x 32 cm - Pages: 48
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Fito Espinosa

BREAKFAST 

A grandmother prepares breakfast and 
plunges us into her everyday world. Choosing 
the fruit of the day or setting the table becomes 
a rewarding task when performed with love 
or when delirious sea creatures burst into 
the kitchen. A giant octopus tasting orange 
juice, a siren coming out of the dishwasher or 
mysterious pirates comes visiting so that we 
are never alone. The beings that live in the 
depths of the sea or of our imagination are 
always accompanying us. This is an album that 
through humor breaks with stereotypes and 
makes us notice the beauty of everyday life. 
An album to be enjoyed by the whole family.

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 26 x 20 cm - Pages: 40
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Micaela Chirif 
Illustrations: Gabriel Alayza

THE INVISIBLE WORLD 

A girl gets up in the morning to go to school; 
apparently everything is normal. However, she 
begins to see strange beings and things around 
her: a small storm over her mother’s head, a 
man carrying an elephant as a pet, people in 
disguise, and a boy who has got an “angel”. 
The latter will tell her that she is seeing the 
invisible world and that everyone can invent 
their way of living in it.

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 19 x 26 cm - Pages: 40
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Fito Espinosa

Illustrations: Gabriel Alayza

A girl gets up in the morning to go to school; 
apparently everything is normal. However, she 
begins to see strange beings and things around 

IN FORM OF WORDS 

Mario sees his world in the form of words. 
There are words that make you afraid and 
words you do not want to hear, words 
you should not repeat and words that are 
sometimes essential. But what happens 
when words are not necessary? This unique 
illustrated album is dedicated to those who 
love quick lines and strokes, paper and words. 
Old books, notebooks, dictionaries, phone 
books were used to create Mario’s universe.

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 20 x 23 cm - Pages: 36 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Micaela Chirif 
Illustrations: Gabriel Alayza

RECyCLED STORIES 

The book tells us the dream experience of a 
child who will discover the stories that live 
behind objects in disuse. It will be the same 
things that will catch the child’s attention: 
“Auuuch! Be careful! Can’t you see I’m a little 
old? I was a very important and brave ship that 
fought on the deep seas defending this beach 
from fearsome pirates”. This illustrated album, 
which combines photographs and drawings, 
tries to stimulate artistic creation based on 
recycling. The book is printed on eco paper.

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 21 x 27 cm - Pages: 40 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Michela Casassa 
Illustrations: Javier Ramos Cucho
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THE BAND 

It is a quiet evening until a commotion breaks out. Sam plays 
the trumpet and the rest of the band appears on every page. The 
book is filled with music through the presence of instruments and 
onomatopoeias. Porcupine touches the xylophone, Crocodile the 
accordion, Rabbit the tambourine... until night comes and someone 
asks for silence... SSSHHHH! Little readers will be initiated in an 
easy way to concepts such as day and night, thanks to the use of black 
and white backgrounds, sound and silence, one single element and a 
set of objects. A great little book!

Target: Board Books, 0-5
Format: 16 x 16 cm - Pages: 22  
Binding: Board books
Texts & Illustrations: Cocoretto

Further titles available: Vamos a...

set of objects. A great little book!

Further titles available: Vamos a...
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Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 20,5 x 22 cm - Pages: 36

Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Luigi Valdizán

Illustrations: Bea Chung

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 20 x 25,5 cm - Pages: 40
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Music: Luigi Valdizán
Illustrations: Natalí Sejuro
Music: Jorge “Awelo” Miranda

THE ENDLESS QUESTION OF JUANITO 
AND HIS YELLOW BYCICLE

Juanito woke up, a day like any other, dreaming of adventures 
and road trips. He looked for his faithful bike, his old mate, and 
without thinking twice he started the race. So begins this funny 
musical story written in verses by Luigi Valdizán. 
The book describes an everyday day in Juanito’s life. 
However, once you enter the forest you will find yourself 
unexpectedly with a series of out-of-the-box characters such 
as toads, flowers, rocky-liner children and the stinking lord. 
The story is beautifully illustrated by Issa Watanabe, who 
gives the protagonists a unique character thanks to the 
details, the tenderness and the great talent shown in each of 
her illustrations. All this is accompanied by Jorge “Awelo” 
Miranda and Luigi Valdizán’s music, who have created a 
record of great quality children songs.

THE LITTLE GIRL

This album focuses on the importance of playing and of 
accepting us as we are. Without shoes, a bit disheveled and 
always accompanied by a mouse, the little girl invites us to 
play with her, to bend and straighten us out, to put us upside 
down and even to balance on an abyss. 
The protagonist explores the world through free play, 
without being subject to stereotypes or pre-established rules. 
The ability to move freely facilitates children’s understanding 
and help them mastering the physical world around them, 
allowing them to appropriate the reality that surrounds 
them. The book includes a cutout doll to play.
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THE TOY SMUGGLER

Under the bombs can a child feel less alone and 
scared if he has a toy to hold in his hands? 
Yes, he can. Rami knows this, and because of 
this he makes long journeys from Finland to his 
native Syria, to bring dolls and puppets to the 
small victims of the war. 
This book is inspired by the true story of Rami 
Adham, born in Aleppo 45 years ago and who has 
lived in Helsinki with his wife and 6 children since 
1988. He founded a humanitarian organization 
Soumi Syyria Yhteiso Ry, and for 4 years he has 
traveled to Syria to bring food, medicine, and 
thousands of toys. 
He is the real Smuggler of Toys and this book wants 
to give a light of hope in an endless conflict. 
An illustrated book for children that manages to 
respond even to adults about what the true right 
to play, the true right to dream and imagination 
are and the importance that all this has got in 
everyone’s life, especially of children. 

Target: Picture Books, 4+
Format: 20,5 x 24,5 cm  Pages: 40
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Fulvia Degl’Innocenti
Illustrations: Roberto Lauciello
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Target: Fiction, 6+
Format: 21 x 26,5 cm - Pages: 32
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Mercedes Calvo
Illustrations: Yolanda Mosquer

Target: Picture Books, 6+
Format: 20 x 24 cm - Pages: 24
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Carol Libenson Svachka
Illustrations: Matías Acosta

Target: Fiction, 15+
Format: 20,5 x 22 cm - Pages: 36
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Gabriela Mirza
Illustrations: ca_teter

Mercedes Calvo • Yolanda Mosquera

YOUNG ADULTS BOOKS

Pompas 
(Bubbles)
Written by Gabriela Mirza
and illustrated by ca_teter

ISBN ebook: 978-9974-883-29-1

ISBN audio: 978-9974-883-34-5

Age +15

Ebook  60 pp - Audiobook 60 min.
6 chapters and 6 pages ilustrated

BACK COVER: In today’s Montevideo, Stiven, a 
young mobster’s apprentice, is facing his initiation 
ritual. Carrying an unloaded gun in his back pocket, 
he walks into the targeted business… but he wasn’t 
expecting that Ágata, the love of his life, was there too. 
Since that random encounter, the young man starts 
reconstructing his short life and his memory pieces 
shape a hard and violent image of himself… like a 
distorting mirror that is about to break into pieces. 
This short novel tackles the challenges of becoming 
an adult, the survival ordeals in an adverse 
environment and the love that redeems. 

In pursuit of becoming a thief, a 
young man faces his initiation ritual. 
Could love possibly save him?

An intense and universal reaching 
story with remarkable characters 

www.amanuense.online

Topics
fiction / structural violence /
family / young love / growing to adulthood

GABRIELA MIRZA: is a writer, singer, body language 
educator, social psychologist and comprehension 
reading advocate. Gabriela is passionate about 
childhood, so she is capable to portray it with all its 
nuances and to use her voice to bring her characters 
to life. For the last four years, she has been working for 
the Bebeteca and Trampolín book’s projects. 
In the company of Santiago da Rosa, Gabriela carries 
“The Sound of Books” project… a project with a variety 
of proposals for workshops and presentations, always 
linking books and music. They have their headquarters 
in a children and youth literature’s small library, located 
in a traditional seaside beach in Uruguay’s coast. She 
also has published three novels for young readers. In 
2019 she won the Premio a las Letras MEC award in 
the children and youth category for her work piece 
“Las cinco cuadras”.

Working english translation available.

RIGHTS HELD: World

take me

“She made small paper ships with bus tickets. She made them using bar napkins, 
�yers and calendar old months’ pages. She made paper boats from wonderment 
or nostalgia, adventure and hope. Small boats made with candy wraps with 
hardly space enough for one dream. Boats to travel, to
go far, to build roads. �erefore, when the night looked blue in her window, she 
folded her dream many times, stretched the keel, smoothed the edges,
named the �ag, and without words whispered: “Take me on a trip!”

A book that use paper ships as spells and tells about a little girl sailing in her 
dreams while her grandmother waits for her in a distant shore...

bubbles

In today’s Montevideo, Stiven, a young mobster’s apprentice, is facing his 
initiation ritual. Carrying an unloaded gun in his back pocket, he walks 
into the targeted business... but he wasn’t expecting that Ágata, the love of 
his life, was there too. Since that random encounter, the young man starts 
reconstructing his short life and his memory pieces shape a hard and violent 
image of himself... like a distorting mirror that is about to break into pieces. 
This short novel tackles the challenges of becoming
an adult, the survival ordeals in an adverse environment and the love that 
redeems. An intense and universal reaching story with remarkable characters.

COMEQUETECOME

A string where humor and play on 
words create children’s poetry with 
high sonority and idiomatic and 
visual richness? A text where witty 
rhymes work as a vehicle for learning 
the dynamics of the food chain in 
nature? “Comequetecome” is both: 
an informative reading closer to art, 
to the recreational experience of 
construction of meanings linked to the 
image and the word.
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FIVE BLOCKS

For Samantha, the way to reach the coast can be longer 
than the only five blocks between her house and the 
beach. She adjusts her glasses, checks that her flip-flops 
are not worn upside down and empties the backpack 
for the third time to make sure she has everything 
she needs: bucket with handle for water: got it! Three 
plastic blades for playing, two of different size and one 
to lend: got it! Repellent, bronzer, cocoa lip cream: got 
it! Two towels, one with hood and a spare one: got it! 

She finally adjusts her backpack again and reconfirms 
once again: to have the flip-flops put on correctly, the 
right one on the right foot and the left one on the left 
foot, and then she starts beating palms! Ready to go! 
 
An empathic vision about childhood challenges seen from 
the spectrum of autism.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Young writer, singer, body expression teacher, social 
psychologist and enthusiastic mediator to reading 
activities. Gabriela is passionate about childhood, that’s 
why she is able to capture it in all its nuances and to use 
her voice to give life to the characters of her works.

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Born in Treinta y Tres, Uruguay in 1969. Writer and 
illustrator resident in Italy, studied set design at the 
Academy of Fine Arts of Brera in Milan. She has participated 
in important festivals of Animated and Experimental 
Cinema of the Milanés Archive of Contemporary Art Care-
O�. Among her works, the following stand out: Una 
Storia Guaraní (Mention for the Best South American 
Illustration 2010), Cielo bambino (Illustration Biennial 
Selection of Portugal 2011), La leggerezza perduta, Tales 
from Shakespeare and Storia Piccola.
In 2019 she won the National Literature «Prize to the 
Letters» Contest in the Children’s and Juvenile Literature 
for Unpublished Works with Five Blocks.

Target: Picture Books, 8+
Format: 18,5 x 25,5 cm - Pages: 32
Texts: Gabriela Mirza
Illustrations: Alicia Baladan
Awards: First place in the National Literature 
«Prize to the Letters» Contest in the Children’s 
and Juvenile Literature for Unpublished Works, 
Uruguay 2019
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THE IMPOSSIBLE ORCHESTRA
Music and Performers as Protagonists of Universal Stories

Row musicians, troop musicians, music players at school 
and street musicians, musicians from this century and 
from previous ones, from this world and from other ones 
far away. In this orchestra each musician appears in his 
time and acts in his own role as a brief figure, a transitory 
relief on the stories of the others around. It’s by letting 
them read these short stories that their time comes to play. 
Then all of a sudden, they all shut up, as it is due. They 
put down their instruments waiting for the next concert. 
Band musicians, and musicians for a run and for a burial 
ceremony, too. Beloved and forgotten musicians. Each one 
makes his own music with an unrepeatable form, and their 
story can only be told once. That’s why all music sheets 
are a hoax and this is nothing but an impossible orchestra.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Author of stories and songs, Jaime is a writer born in 
Costa Rica, especially interested in very sensitive topics. 
The beauty of his texts, has deserved recognition and 
followers in America, Asia and Europe. With Amanuense 
he has published: �e Contagious Laughter, Marimba Heart, 
Alma del Mar (White Ravens 2016) and �e Ghost Story, 
the latter included as a case study in the Reading the Way 
Project (Outside In World, UK), dedicated to research for 
inclusive and accessible books. The wonderful Illustrations 
by Eugenia Susel are stories by themselves

Target: Fiction, 15+
Format: 18,5 x 25,5 cm - Pages: 120
Texts: Jaime Gamboa
Illustrations: Eugenia Susel
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THE ONOMATOPOEIAS

Wow! Brruuuummm! Chap chap! Crunch! 
By including these words in our dictionary 
pages, lexicographers have made us believe that 
onomatopoeias are ordinary words. Whoever 
listen to them attentively discovers the truth 
instantly: onomatopoeias are real poems. The 
author, with her exciting use of the language 
and her impressive imagination, invites us 
to discover the poetry that lies in the heart of 
onomatopoeias. The explosive illustrations by 
Roger Ycaza accompany her on the trip.

The poetry-child relationship is natural, it draws 
on elements that are common to them: play, 
amazement, affectivity. A book of immersion in 
the magic of words, that is why it is a deeply 
childish book

Target: Picture Books, 6+
Format: 21 x 25 cm - Pages: 40 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Ruth Kaufman
Illustrations: Roger Ycaza
Awards: “Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz Prize for 
Child Poetry” (Mexico 2015); Selección poesía 
Fundación Cuatrogatos (USA 2018); White 
Raven 2019
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SWEET and SOUR

Today is one of “those” days, when mom 
is not in the best mood. She returned tired 
from work, she still has a lot of things to do at 
home and Teo and Luli are not putting their 
share... The sweet life of this family is about 
to take a ferocious turn. An original fiction 
title about family life and the difficult task 
of teaching and loving without losing your 
mind in the attempt. The illustrations offer 
a fast view of life inside an anthill.

Target: Picture Books, Poetry, 3+
Format: 22 x 18 cm - Pages: 32 
Binding: Hardcover 
Texts: Evelyn Aixalà
Illustrations: María Lavezzi
Awards: Premio Amanuense 2016

…AND A DACTYL FOR DESSERT

All words are not alike and they don’t taste the 
same either. At least, that’s what the beings 
that live within this story (and many others) 
think. They’re curious and ravenous critters 
who just devour books... literally!

Awards: Premio Amanuense 2016

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 19 x 24 cm - Pages: 32 
Binding: Hardcover 
Texts: Marío Chavarría González 
(translated into English by Lawrence Schimel)
Illustrations: Marcela Calderón
Awards: Premio Amanuense  2015; 
White Raven 2018
Awards: Premio Amanuense  2015; 
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THE COLOURS ARE HERE

Two books (primary colours and secondary 
colours) with very few words, just those that 
name the colours of food, but if you look 
inside you will find many stories that you can 
discover when you open up your imagination.

Target: Board Books, 0+
Format: 18 x 18 cm - Pages: 12
Binding: Board Book
Texts: Francesca Massai
Illustrations: Francesca Massai

BALAM, LLUVIA AND HOME 

Balam and Lluvia are two brothers who spend the day jumping 
and jumping in the house, chasing words, recovering stories, 
facing their daily adventures. The childhood of these two 
children is the result of having asked many adults “Tell me 
something of your childhood that you have never told anyone” 
and voilá, poetry becomes the most generous way to talk about 
what costs us to say, about the pitiful moments and the wild 
pranks. Poetry is the best accomplice of  Balam and Lluvia, 
these two little ones who - like you and us - know where the 
secrets of the house are, our favorite places.

Target: Fiction, Poetry, 7+
Format: 22,2 x 25 cm - Pages: 32 
Binding: Hardcover 
Texts: Julio Serrano Echeverría
Illustrations: Yolanda Mosquera
Awards: Favoritos 2018. Linternas y bosques; Finalist 
Nami Concours, Korea 2018; International Illustration 
Exhibition of Sharjah, United Arab Emirates 2018; Se-
lection poetry Foundation Cuatrogatos (USA 2018)
Rights sold: EN-language Territories

ALMA DEL MAR 

Alma has never seen the sea. Her father, a 
passionate story-teller, transports her every 
evening to a world where she meets fish, sirens, 
algae and sailors. After much planning, Alma 
and her father travel to the coast. There, they 
will share more than their excitement seeing 
the sea. Inspired by a song, Alma del mar 
recreates the story of millions of children who 
for different reasons have been unable to leave 
their immediate environment; and of their 
parents who struggle to ensure that their little 
ones do not miss the opportunity to dream.

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Illustrations: Roger Ycaza (Ecuador)
Format: 27,5 x 20,5 cm – Pages: 40
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Jaime Gamboa (Costa Rica)
Awards: Selected for White Ravens, International 
Youth Library 2016, Shortlisted for the Prix 
Bernard Versele 2021, France
Rights sold: English (USA & Canda), Chinese 
(Simpli�ed), French (Canada)

Awards: Selected for White Ravens, International 
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WEARING ASTRONAUT’S BOOTS 

Marco is a boy with a special air, not only 
because of his fabulous hairdo and excitement 
over following ants, but also, and very specially, 
for his talent to dream. With time, traveling 
back and forth to and from his dreams, Marco 
has become a story writer and his most famous 
story is “En botas de astronauta“.

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 25 x 23 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Julio Serrano E.
Illustrations: María Elena Valdez
 

WINGS FOR OLGA

“What is embroidery?” Olga asked. 
Grandmother stopped, closed her eyes and 
said: “Embroidery is a smile that you draw 
with a needle and thread on a piece of cloth 
that is feeling very bored because it is of a 
solid color.” In Guatemala, women from 23 
ethnic groups wear blouses called huipiles 
that tell the story of their personal lives and 
of their communities. Like Olga, the young 
protagonist of this story, millions of women 
are in search of their story.

CHAMOCH 

Chamoch lived in this book. Alive like a cat, 
strange as a flower pot but one day he decided 
to stroll around the memories of the reader. 
Fun, challenging reading that involves the 
reader directly. A story-teller favorite. Ricardo 
Cie, the integral author of Chamoch, also wrote 
Chocolate y merengue and Historia de un árbol.

Target: Picture Books, 2+
Format: 22 x 18 cm – Pages: 24
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Ricardo Cie
Illustrations: Ricardo Cie

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 22,2 x 22,2 cm – Pages: 48 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Rubén Nájera
Illustrations: Irene Singer
Awards: Selected for White Ravens, 
International Youth Library 2014; Selected by 
the Ministry of Education, Chile; Selected by 
the Ministry of Education, Guatemala for its 
“Let’s Read Together” Program

Awards: Selected for White Ravens, 
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DOT’S ADVENTURE 

Dot was merely a boring dot, until one day he 
decided to move. In his path he drew a straight 
line: his first straight line. From there on, he 
would know others like him and with them he 
would transform his surroundings.
This work by the award-winning Syrian artist 
residing in Istanbul presents the geometric 
forms and how from them we can draw a 
world of things; but it also speaks of the need 
to understand ourselves as individuals and our 
contribution towards working as a community.

Target: Picture Books, 2+
Format: 22 x 25,5 cm – Pages: 32 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Gulnar Hajo
Illustrations: Gulnar Hajo

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 22,2 x 22,2 cm – Pages: 44
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Jaime Gamboa
Illustrations: María Elena Valdez
Awards: selected by the Ministry of Education, 
Guatemala “Let’s read together”; Selected by the 
National Reading Plan, Argentina “300 Ibero 
American books recommended for reading in 
school “, 2011

Illustrations: Gulnar Hajo

HEART OF MARIMBA

Following the instructions of her grandmother, 
Amanda learned to travel with her ears. In 
her journey through the city, she befriends 
Miguel, a boy who plays the marimba while 
he waits to be given a new heart. From the 
author of El cuento fantasma, La risa contagiosa 
and Alma del mar, this story filled with daily 
situations rediscovered with imagination and 
humor subtly manages the sudden absence of 
a loved one.

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 22,2 x 22,2 cm - Pages: 48 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Jaime Gamboa
Illustrations: Elissambura
Awards: Selected by the Ministry of Education, 
Guatemala; Selected by the Public Education 
Secretariat, Mexico; Premio Amanuense 2013

American books recommended for reading in 

THE INFECTIOUS LAUGHTER

In a country where the spoken word did not exist, people 
learned to communicate by painting! Everything was going 
on wonderfully until one day the unimaginable happened: 
they ran out of ink! And now, how can they communicate? 
La risa contagiosa is about different forms of communication, 
of inquisitive beings that live in unknown countries, about 
colour and lack of it and how important it is to have in life 
a good laugh. 
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HERE, TOO

What is it like on the other side of the world? 
Are we that different from the people who 
live there? This story invites us to think about 
this issue. The colours are a beautiful graphic 
reference to El Salvador, in Central America, 
so similar and so different to Argentina, the 
author’s home.

Target: Picture Books, 3+
Format: 22,5 x 22,5 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Paula Fränkel
Illustrations: Paula Fränkel
Awards: Selected Ministry of Education, Chile; 
Selected by the Ministry of Education, Guate-
mala  “Let’s  Read  Together”
Rights sold:  English (USA & Canda), Denmark, 
Brazil

ALEJO 

Alejo is very happy. He won the annual draw 
and will be able to choose everything he wants 
from the toy store. It is his great opportunity to 
make a lot of noise! A relaxed story, illustrated 
with a collage of every-day materials. An open 
invitation to have fun without excuses, by the 
same author of Aquí también.

Target: Picture Books, 3+
Format:  22 x 22 cm – Pages: 40 
Binding: Hardcover 
Texts: Paula Fränkel
Illustrations: Paula Fränkel
Awards: Selected by the Ministry of Education, 
Guatemala  “Let’s  Read  Together”

CHOCOLATE AND MERINGUE 

Martin and Upendo are two children, apparently 
very different. The first time they meet they 
discover that the differences between them are 
few and do not prevent them from knowing 
the value of friendship. Chocolate y merengue is 
a story filled with good things, an invitation to 
taste what we do not know.  

Target: Picture Books, 2+
Format: 25 x 23 cm – Pages: 32 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Ricardo Cie
Illustrations: mEy! 
Awards: CENAL award text, Venezuela; Selected 
by the Ministry of Education, Guatemala “Let’s 
Read Together”; Selected by the Secretariat of 
Public Education, Mexico; Selected by the Ministry 
of Education, Chile; Selected by the National 
Reading Plan, Argentina “300 Ibero American 
Books; Recommended to “Read in School “ 2011
Rights sold: Germany
Books; Recommended to “Read in School “ 2011

Awards: Selected Ministry of Education, Chile; 
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TRISTAN’S LABYRINTH 

Aunt Gertrudis (inspired by Gertrude Stein), 
invites Tristan (Tzara) to look at the world 
differently, and dares to explore the twists 
and turns of imagination. It his search, Tristan 
will ask for help to his friends Pablo (Picasso), 
Renato (René Magritte), Marco (Marc Chagall) 
and María (Mary Cassatt). As a complement to 
this extraordinary adventure, in the last pages 
the book offer a short biography of the artists 
that inspired it. 

Target: Picture Books, 8+
Format: 22 x 25 cm - Pages: 40 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Rubén Nájera
Illustrations: Paulina Barraza
Awards: Selected by the Ministry
of Education, Chile

Rubén E. Nájera  ·  Paulina Barraza G.

El laberinto de Tristán

Awards: Selected by the Ministry

STORY OF A TREE 

The tree in this story decided to leave its garden 
to seek fame. In the search for its destiny, it 
will stumble onto unimagined difficulties. 
Historia de un árbol covers concepts such as 
ecological ethics, solidarity and sustainable 
lifestyles without ever losing the excitement of 
adventure narrative. In addition, the story is a 
beautiful metaphor of the uprooting of those 
who leave their land. 

Target: Picture Books, 7+
Format: 27,5 x 20,5 - Pages: 32 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Ricardo Cie (Venezuela)
Illustrations: Wen Hsu Chen (Costa Rica)
Awards: “Highly recommended” by Fundalectura 
– IBBY Colombia
Rights sold: Chinese (Simpli�ed)

THE PHANTOM STORY 

There are all kinds of stories, but the 
protagonist of this story is something else: 
nobody has ever read him! When somebody 
approaches him, he hides its spine and repeats: 
“I am a ghost, nobody can see me, I am a 
ghost”. All this changes the day he finds a girl 
who does not need eyes to read to appreciate 
beauty. This story deals with the issue of access 
to reading and books by disabled children, 
with inclusion and respect for differences.

Target: Picture Books, 6+
Format: 25 x 22 cm - Pages: 40 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Jaime Gamboa
Illustrations: Wen Hsu Chen
Awards: Fundación Cuatrogatos (USA);  Honorary 
mention at the Bratislaw Illustration Biennial; 
Selected by Public Education Secretariat, Mexico; 
Selected by Ministry of Education, Guatemala; 
Selected by Fundalectura Colombia; Selected by 
“Reading the Way” Project and “�e Guardian”
Rights sold: South Korea, Japan, Turkey

Awards: Fundación Cuatrogatos (USA);  Honorary 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Anna was born in 1980 in Thessaloniki, Greece, where she still lives with her fluffy dog. After 
considering several career options (dancer, architect, archeologist, mathematician) and studying 
civil engineering, Anna decided to train to do one of the jobs she wanted to do since she was a 
child and became an architect. Ever since she graduated she is a co-founder of an architectural 
office called “A+A architects”. It’s an office of practice and research in architecture, urbanism 
and landscape design. But as inspiration is everywhere and creativity starts with whether you 
are curious or not, she started writing and illustrating children’s story books. Her passion is 
to create pop-up books and other titles with acetate pages which help visual interaction, as 
she is big fan of how the illustrations work with the paper engineering to tell a story and raise 
complex issues to young readers in an engaging and ingeniously simple way.

THE ADVENTURE OF A LINE

�e Adventure of a Line is a children’s book 
with moving parts which chronicles the ad-
ventures that had the last line of a school note-
book, trying to make its own revolution in the 
real world. Jumped out from the notebook and 
then converted into five different objects (a di-
viding line in a big avenue, an electrical pillar 
on the sidewalk, a clothes’ rope in the yard of a 
house, a line on the canvas of a painter and to 
a chord of a harp) she eventually returns back 
from where it all started.  Through the unique-
ness of the various constructions children can 
actively participate in the story and be part of 
the adventure.

Target: Pop-up books, 3+
Format: 23 x 23 cm - Pages: 22 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Anna Gkoutzouri
Texts available in: English, Greek
Rights sold: Chinese Simpli�ed

SEEZOO GOES TO SCHOOL

SeeZoo goes to school is a children’s pop-up 
book about bullying. With added flaps, revolv-
ing parts and other movable pieces as well as 
rich illustration, the text is enhanced. The sto-
ry is about a monster-boy called SeeZoo who is 
teased and taunted by the school bully called 
Zoore-Moore. The heroes of this story are de-
liberately illustrated as small monsters so as to 
be friendly to pre-school kids and avoid their 
identification with the bullies. The rich illus-
tration and the movable pieces help children 
participate in the story and also learn the time, 
colors and simple math concepts. It is an excel-
lent and fun starting point for parents to talk 
to their kids about bullying and how to deal 
with its impacts.   

Target: Pop-up books, 3+
Format: 23 x 23 cm - Pages: 32 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Anna Gkoutzouri
Texts available in: English, Greek
Rights sold: Chinese Simpli�ed



DRAWING WITH NUMBERS

Bright, bold, graphic numbers and striking-
ly colorful illustrations on every page, helps 
young children to become ‘The new Picasso”. 
This is a sticker activity book for learning num-
bers and colors at the same time, designed to 
encourage observation and creativity.

Target: Activity books, 4+
Format: 27 x 22 cm - Pages: 32 

Binding: Softcover
Texts & Illustrations: Anna Gkoutzouri

Texts available in: English, Greek

ALICE AND THE MISSING BLACK SPOT

Alice and the missing black spot is the story of a 
young ladybird discovering she has one spot 
less than her twin sister. Together they search 
for the black spot and ask other animals if they 
have seen it. At the end they discover that 
the black spot never existed. The illustration 
is very special: it is a collage of different 
textured materials with whimsical mood. The 
uniqueness of the three cutting pages offers a 
different type of book which could be regarded 
as a simplest version of the pop-up books. 

Target: Picture Book with cutting pages, 3+
Format: 25 x 25 cm - Pages: 34 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Anna Gkoutzouri
Texts available in: English, Greek, Spanish

TRAVEL JOURNAL FOR BOYS AND FOR 
GIRLS

Every kid wants to remember any detail of a 
family vacation in his or her own way! So no 
matter where in the world your travels take 
you, but be prepared to record the memories 
with one of these travel journals. For boys and 
for girls with colorful illustration and different 
textured materials with playful mood in every 
page it’s not only a fabulous keepsake after a 
memorable trip but a great present for your 
little globetrotters!

Target: Activity Books, 5+
Format: 20 x 19,5 cm - Pages: 48 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Anna Gkoutzouri
Texts available in: English/ Greek
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FLIP THE PAGE AND DISCOVER

This series of books introduce your child to the 
world of shapes, opposites, animals, numbers 
and fairy tales. Just flip the transparent page 
back and forth to reveal the different shapes/
animals/opposites and watch the pictures 
underneath change… Enjoy bold colors, 
appealing graphics and visual trickery in a series 
of books designed to encourage conversation 
and visual interaction on each page.

Target: Picture Books with transparent pages, 2+
Format: 20 x 20 cm - Pages: 32 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Anna Gkoutzouri 
Titles: Shapes, Numbers, Opposites, Animals, 
Fairy Tales
Texts available in: English, Greek

THE RED ACETATE BOOKS

This series of activity books it’s about a game 
of revealed and hidden numbers (from 1-10) 
through a transparent red film. The numbers 
(1-10) are hidden inside other animals and 
object bodies (like chickens, sea creatures, 
animals of a farm, circus etc). The red film 
gives the illusion of something magical, as the 
orange color disappear and reveals only the 
blue one. The magical bookmark is the red 
film and it could be separate from the book or 
hanging from it. Children can learn to count 
from 1 to 10 through a play from coloring, find 
the differences, mazes etc. 

Target: Activity books with red acetate, 3+
Format: 19 x 19 cm - Pages: 32 

Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Anna Gkoutzouri

Titles: 1.�e chicken coop and the magical 
bookmark 2.�e sea and the magical bookmark 

3.�e candy shop and the magical bookmark 
4.�e circus and the magical bookmark 5.�e 

farm and the magical bookmark
Texts available in: English, Greek

ANNA GKOUTZOURI - GREECE
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Alex Loves Reading 

A book to teach children to love books and to 
help first readers to discover the magic held 
inside a book. More than striving to entertain 
or be funny this story will make children fall in 
love with reading. There may be many reasons 
for this but perhaps the most important one 
is that reading is also playing. It’s in fact the 
greatest of all games!

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 21,5 x 15,5 cm - Pages: 40
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Antonio Zurera
Rights sold: Chinese (Simpli�ed)

Some of my Best Friends 

Following the line of “Alex Loves Reading” this new title keeps exploring 
the relationship children may build with books since from an early age. 
This is the story of a first encounter with books, the transition every 
child experiences from having a bedtime story read by parents and 
reading it by themselves, from playing with toys to discovering a whole 
new world of adventure inside the story of a book.

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 29,5 x 15,5 cm cm - Pages: 42

Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Antonio Zurera
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Some of my Best Friends 

The Crocodile and the Nightingale 

A lonely and grumpy crocodile spends his 
time longing for some company in the buzzy 
savannah. But with such an angry disposition, 
who would want to get closer to him? Here 
begins a story about an unlikely friendship 
between two lonely but very different 
characters and about how their bond changes 
their life forever.

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 28 x 15 cm - Pages: 32 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Antonio Zurera

The Cat Who Gazed at the Stars 

This book tries to see beyond ourselves, into 
the hearts of those faithful companions with 
whom we share part of our life: our pets. The 
author describes the emptiness they leave in 
our hearts once they depart from this world 
and how we might dwell too much on what 
we have lost once they are gone, instead of 
cherishing the gift they give us while they are 
still with us.

Target: Picture Books, all ages
Format: 29,5 x 20,5 cm cm - Pages: 46 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Asia March

The Leap 

The book deals with diversity, feelings, 
determination and change. We live in a time 
in which being different can entail being 
excluded. This is why learning to listen to 
children is so important. Their feelings and 
wishes turn into guidelines that can help 
them choose their own path and eventually 
find themselves. The tools are rather simple: 
reflection, decision and a good dose of courage
.
Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 29,1 x 24,7 cm - Pages: 32 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Paola Rigiroli

The Secret of Grandma Petra 

This wonderful album teaches us how 
happiness depends to a great extent on 
ourselves, on our attitude to life. It is very 
important to convey to children and not only 
children, how important it is to face reality 
with a positive vision. Grandma Petra, with 
the help of her magic tree, teaches us how to 
be architects of our own happiness.

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 30,5 x 21,5 cm - Pages: 32 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Carmen Gil 
Illustrations: Antonio Zurera

KOKORO - SPAIN
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The Mountain 

This is the story of a father who refuses to buy 
his little daughter a Playstation. Instead, he 
offers her a mountain. This story is a metaphor 
about the journey that parents and children 
must undergo together - a remainder that the 
best gift to give a child does not come in a 
colourful box but ticks away on your watch: it’s 
our time spent and devoted to them. A book 
for both old and young to enjoy at different 
levels, but hopefully at the same time.

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 30  x 18,5 cm - Pages: 42 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Antonio Zurera

MY FATHER is a Monster 1 

Adriana’s dad is a special one: he is big, furry 
and... blue. But aside from his peculiar look, 
Adriana’s dad is actually very much like any 
other dad. As such he is having a tough time 
now that his daughter has traveled abroad for 
the first time to practice English. Sitting on a 
hill with the family cat he will look back on the 
days when Adriana was still a little one and, 
more importantly, at home. A book about the 
first parting that parents and children must 
face, told with loads of humor and love.

MY FATHER is a Monster 2 

The adventures of our favourite Monster Dad 
continue in this second book. Tired of waiting 
for his daughter’s return, dad decides to pack 
his bags and go to visit her abroad. Never short 
on ideas and full of determination, will this 
furry Dad eventually arrive at his destination?

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 28,5 x 22 cm - Pages: 34 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts and Illustrations: Antonio Zurera

�is is a series of bilingual books with twin texts in 
the corresponding mother tongue and in English.

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 28,5 x 22 cm - Pages: 42 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Antonio Zurera

�is is a series of bilingual books with twin texts in 
the corresponding mother tongue and in English.
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Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 28,5 x 20,5 cm - Pages: 46 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Samuel T. Cook

The Little Paper Boat 

This very special book tells the story of 
the unique adventure of two friends with 
a paper boat. From that moment on, the 
two protagonists will experience thrilling 
adventures that will make them repeat the 
same question in the culminating moments 
of their journey: “What are we going to do 
now? What are we going to do now?” The 
visual power of the wonderful illustrations 
of the renowned painter Miguel Soro are 
accompanied by a rhymed text in English 
and Spanish that makes this book an ideal 
complement to enjoy this wonderful story in 
both languages.

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 27 x 15,5 cm - Pages: 28 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: José Manuel Maestre 
Illustrations: Luis Del Valle y Miguel Soro
Awards: Premio Nacional de Fomento
Educativo 2015. Ministerio
de Educación y Ciencia

Who Has Stolen the Moon? 

A story about children’s innate curiosity for 
the world that surrounds them. Their daily 
experiences of amazement at the simplest 
occurrences is something adults can only try 
to remember. In this book we follow little 
Benjamin Kelly as he has his first encounter 
with the moon. And the moon will soon 
become involved in a deeper mistery after 
suddenly disappearing. Will Benjamin 
discover who has stolen the moon?
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Rosa Cambara e Ilaria Zanellato

21

Il bambino con le scarpe rotte

dei piccoli

dei piccoli

€ 15,00

Rosa Cambara
Ilaria Zanellato

Il bambino con le 
scarpe rotte

Dario sente sempre le risate dei suoi compagni. Proprio non lo la-
sciano in pace: sono come una zanzara fastidiosa che di giorno gli 

ronza nelle orecchie e di notte si nasconde dietro il letto! 
«Il bambino con le scarpe rotte», è così che qualcuno lo chiama a 
scuola. E loro, i bulli della classe, sono sempre pronti a litigare!

Una storia che si apre con un passo incerto e timido, sino a spiegarsi in 
una corsa di libertà e desiderio di riconoscimento. Oltre i facili giudizi 
e le etichette che, oggi come ieri, la povertà porta con sé.

Rosa Cambara, nata a Taranto, è giornalista 
pubblicista e giovane autrice per l’infanzia, 

cura un blog contro il bullismo (stopbulli.it). 
Vive a Roma, dove si occupa di comunicazione 
e lavora nel sociale.

Ilaria Zanellato, illustratrice di Oleggio (NO), 
si è laureata allo IED di Torino in illustrazione 

e visual communication. Con le Edizioni Gruppo 
Abele ha partecipato alla raccolta Di qua e di là 
dal mare, di Carlo Marconi (2018).

®

THE CHILD WITH BROKEN SHOES

Dario has to bear every day the laughter of 
his schoolmates. This sound does not leave 
him alone. It’s like an annoying mosquito 
buzzing in his ear during the day and hiding 
behind the bed at night! 
Dario stands apart and alone: it is for his 
broken shoes that they make fun of him. And 
they, the bullies, are always ready to fight. 
But conflicts can be overcome, everything 
can get fixed and this always happens and 
starts with a “first step”.
A lively story that deals in a very sensitive 
way with an actual topic among children: 
bullying in schools. 
A useful tool for teachers and parents to 
deal with conflicts among children, to learn 
and teach how to overcome them through 
mediation, talking and understanding.

Target: Picture Books, 4+
Format: 20,5 x 24 cm - Pages: 48
Binding: Hard Cover
Texts: Rosa Cambara
Illustrations: Ilaria Zanellato
Rights sold. South Korea

�is is a dyslexia friendly book 
accessible to dyslexic readers!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

“She loves people’s faces, watching the 
moon, drawing and drinking white wine. 
She hates to be the focus of attention and 
she draws not to have to talk.” 
Ilaria was born in a small town in the 
North-West of Italy in 1993. She started 
loving drawing when she was at the Primary 
School and discovered oil colours thanks to 
her mother’s passion. 
That’s also when she decided to undertake 
a real study in the field of Art graduating 
at the Art High School in Novara. Thanks 
to a scholarship, she attended the IED - 
European Design Institute in Turin and 
graduated in 2015 in Illustration and 
Design for Visual Communication. Today 
she actively works as an illustrator and as an 
author of children books.
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Lara is a little girl, different from all the others: 
she likes to wear a funny red coat but above all she 
never stops singing. The people in the little village 
where she lives do not appreciate her special gift and 
even her schoolmates often can not bear to hear her 
singing continuously. Music is part of her life until 
the day when a weird rain cloud makes her a visit to 
the school garden... What will happen to Lara and 

to her voice? A simple story that tells about special 
passions that fill people’s lives with colours and 
that we should never give up! The text is enriched 
with a wonderful set of illustrations that perfectly 
matches the story and make us feel Lara’s sadness, 
and loneliness, but also her infinite joy and passion 
for music and for life! 
Inspired by a true story.

Target: Picture Books, 3+
Format: 19 x 24 cm – Pages: 24 
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Giulia Zanellato
Illustrations: Ilaria Zanellato
Awards: Finalist in the Golden Pinwheel Young 
Illustrators Competition 2018, China
Awards: Finalist in the Golden Pinwheel Young 

ILARIA ZANELLATO - ITALY

LARA’S VOICE



Target: Picture Books, 4+
Format: 21 x 28,5 cm - Pages: 32 – Wordcount: 1450 – Illustrations: 13 spreads
Texts: Barbara Truffa -  Illustrations: Domenico Granata
Binding:  Softcover
Italian, English, French, Spanish and Chinese available for evaluation)
Rights Sold: Spanish (Mexico)

A SPECIAL NIGHT FOR MILLA MILLA ROCK MILLA WANTS TO FLY

MILLA AND THE STINKY WITCH MILLA GOES TO THE COUNTRYSIDE
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About the Author

Barbara is “mother” to Milla. She writes and perform for theatre shows created for children and writes stories to 
entertain them. Children watch her shows and she observes them and their emotions. Every day she feels the same 
when seeing a new surprise in their eyes. Milla is her first published Work.

THE CHARACTER

Milla is a young little girl accepting challenges of life and overcoming her inner fears to solve problems. 
She does not hide her weaknesses, as well as her “rogueries”. Milla is positive and dynamic, always ready 
to jump into new adventures and on her way she never refuses to help the ones around her. She always 
learns from experiences and she understands that each new situation will leave something good and 
make her a better person, this is why Milla is always eager to new adventures. Milla is not alone: she 
is always in company of enchanting, funny and affectionate friends, giving life to exciting dynamics 
and events. 

About the ILLUSTRATOR

Domenico is “father” to Milla. His characters live all inside him, and this world of animals, beings, 
things and tiny and cute details seems in every story eager to come out from the points of his colour 
pencils to come to life. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Barbara is “mother” to Milla. She writes and perform for theatre shows created for children and writes stories to 
entertain them. Children watch her shows and she observes them and their emotions. Every day she feels the same 
when seeing a new surprise in their eyes. Milla is her first published Work.

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Domenico is “father” to Milla. His characters live all inside him, and this world of animals, beings, 
things and tiny and cute details seems in every story eager to come out from the points of his colour 
pencils to come to life. 

THE CHARACTER

Milla is a young little girl accepting challenges of life and overcoming her inner fears to solve problems. 
She does not hide her weaknesses, as well as her “rogueries”. Milla is positive and dynamic, always ready 
to jump into new adventures and on her way she never refuses to help the ones around her. She always 
learns from experiences and she understands that each new situation will leave something good and 
make her a better person, this is why Milla is always eager to new adventures. Milla is not alone: she 
is always in company of enchanting, funny and affectionate friends, giving life to exciting dynamics 
and events. 

BARBARA TRUFFA & DOMENICO GRANATA - ITALY
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RED MUFFLER 

At the Antarctica base the crew is very busy, 
everyone has something to do. Busier than 
anyone else is Ian the cook, who has to 
prepare meals for everyone there. This does 
not prevent him from becoming friend to a 
small lonely penguin, Paul, and giving him a 
red scarf as a present. One day, following him 
to the edge of the ice bank, Ian discovers his 
friend’s secret: he is taking care of a quantity of 
abandoned eggs because their penguin moms 
have been trapped in the ice and cannot return 
to hatch. All the base crew then moves to help 
Paul saving the eggs and getting them...
A wonderful story about friendship and about 
the global warming affecting our Planet.

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 26,5 x 24,2 cm 
Pages: 48
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Sen Woo
Rights sold: South Korea, 
Chinese (Complex)

ICE BOAT 

This is a heart-warming story about the 
adventure of finding and producing Aurora Ice 
to help out polar bears and make them survive 
in their heavily endangered environment. 
This adventure shows us the true meaning 
of friendship and courage and the surreal 
description of the North Pole given by the 
author stimulates the imagination throughout 
all pages, a pleasure to read and uniquely 
entertaining.

Target: Picture Books, 5+
Format: 22,2 x 36 cm - Pages: 50
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Sen Woo
Rights sold: South Korea

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Sen Woo is a well experienced and all-round illustration and animation artist. He started 
his career in the animation field in 1995 when he took responsibility as a Creative Director 
and Art Director on many recognizable design and CGI-animation projects. After finishing 
his studies at the School of Visual Arts in New York, he worked on “Garfield Gets Real”, 
a full CGI-animation feature film distributed by Fox. Later in 2013 he became a published 
author with his first book �e Red Mu�er, which was also introduced as one of the best 
foreign books by Il Resto del Carlino in Italy in 2013 and copublished in Germany. At the 
moment Sen is focused on writing and illustrating books for children and also on visual 
communication designing. Ice Boat is his second wonderful book. 
  

Sen Woo is a well experienced and all-round illustration and animation artist. He started 
his career in the animation field in 1995 when he took responsibility as a Creative Director 
and Art Director on many recognizable design and CGI-animation projects. After finishing 
his studies at the School of Visual Arts in New York, he worked on “Garfield Gets Real”, 
a full CGI-animation feature film distributed by Fox. Later in 2013 he became a published 
author with his first book �e Red Mu�er, which was also introduced as one of the best 
foreign books by Il Resto del Carlino in Italy in 2013 and copublished in Germany. At the 
moment Sen is focused on writing and illustrating books for children and also on visual 
communication designing. Ice Boat is his second wonderful book. 
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9

Eccola qua:
Come si fa a essere felici?

Che vi avevo detto? È una domanda diversa dalle 
altre, perché si parla di una cosa – la felicità – che non 
puoi toccare o vedere o sentire, e nemmeno annusare! 
Insomma, la felicità non è una di quelle parole che
la maestra chiama nomi concreti.
Certo, uno potrebbe dire: ma che domande ti vai a fare, 
Arturo? Perché non ti chiedi cose più normali, del tipo 
dov’è caduto il meteorite che ha sterminato i dinosauri
o come fanno i calciatori a colpire la palla al giro?
La colpa è tutta di mamma. L’altro giorno stava 
spolverando la libreria di camera sua e come al solito
si è messa a sfogliare i libri di quando era piccola e
a raccontarmi le trame e i personaggi principali.
Io facevo �nta di ascoltarla, mentre giocavo al tablet, 
però a un certo punto lei ha parlato di una bambina
che aveva una specie di dono: sapeva ricercare la felicità.
Ora, a me questa cosa qui mi ha lasciato a bocca aperta.

Ricercare la felicità? Ma come si fa?
Come fai a ricercare una cosa che non puoi vedere
né toccare né sentire? E nemmeno annusare! Insomma,
la felicità non è mica una matita, che quando la perdi
ti metti e guardare nell’astuccio o in un cassetto!

8
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1 000 000 DINOSAURS for DIEGO ZANZANA

It’s a hot mid-September day. Holidays are over and 
Diego Zanzana, a 12-year-old boy, is called by Professor 
Shect, an old family friend, at the Sassogrande 
chronophysical laboratory. He had never heard 
the professor so excited and then that story of the 
appearance of dinosaurs on the overpass of the ring 
road that TV was talking about last night... 
He would have expected anything but to end up 
in the Cretaceous on a time machine similar to a 
bicycle. And with a difficult mission to accomplish 
and only two alternatives: to save the world or die. 
Between prehistoric forests, hungry allosaurs, Keinan 
techniques and humans from the Grix and the Kriller 
Era who consider him a virus, Diego will have to fight 
tooth and nail to return home, back to the 21st century!

Target: Fiction, 6+
Format: 22 x 13,5 cm – Pages: 192
Binding: Hardcover 
Texts: Pino Pace
Illustrations: Giorgio Sommacal
English sample translation available
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ASELLINA’s TAVERN

At the foot of Mount Vesuvius, in the ancient city of 
Pompeii, a mother along with her children, investigates 
a number of inexplicable, mysterious happenings.
Asellina, a woman documented to really exist in Roman 
times, managed a popular tavern within the faded 
city. Much like a welcomed guest of the household, 
readers are invited to discover the emotions, games 
and habits of the Pompeiian people. The story is a 
well-crafted fiction drawing on authentic historical 
details. Following the aromas of her kitchen, the plot 
is written with a crime novel’s, page-turning pace 
and quality and Asellina’s recipes interweave exciting 
episodes and typical dishes until the last page. The 
book also touches on innumerable themes connecting 
us to our predecessors, such as freedom, social equality 
and peaceful coexistence in an era of globalization. The 
book earned awards for it ingenuity: an adventurous 
plunge into history, and a means to explore meaningful 
connections between our past and future.

EUNO, THE SLAVE WHO BECAME KING

In the II century BC, Sicily was the scene of the 
first slave revolt that rebelled against Rome. This 
historically important revolt was led by Euno, a 
slave from Syria then sold to a patrician family in 
Enna, Sicily. The Author tells this story, narrates 
the facts and the adventures of this great man 
in the Italian ancient history who for 5 years, 
fighting, kept the dream of freedom high, for 
himself and for that part of Sicily which goes 
from Enna to Agrigento and Messina. That same 
part of Sicily that acclaimed him as their beloved 
Warrior King. The writing is engaging for the 
target group to which it is addressed and the 
story involving and like a real modern adventure 
but fought in reality centuries ago!

Target: Fiction, Historical Novel 7+
Format: 15 x 21 cm – Pages: 124
Binding: Softcover 
Texts: Rosa Tiziana Bruno
Full English translation available
Awards: Winner of the Gourmand Book 
Awards - Best Italian Book 2018; 

Target: Fiction, Historical Novel 10+
Format: 15 x 21 cm – Pages: 156
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Pino Pace

THE AUSCHWITZ VIOLIN
“�e Frogs” series, No 37

From a true story. 
An elderly gentleman finds a violin in an 
antiques shop in Turin, Italy, and wonders 
why it has a Star of David stamped on it. He 
buys it and decides to restore it. He finds a 
note inside the violin, a crumpled piece of 
paper with some musical notes on it and 
words written in German reading: Music 
Makes you Free. They remind him of the 
phrase over the gates of Auschwitz: Arbeit 
Macht Frei. And this inspires him to find out 
more about the violin and its story. 

The story is told throughout in the voice 
of the violin, given as a gift to Eva Maria, 
living with her music-loving Jewish family in 
Turin. Unfortunately, when Hitler invades 
Poland, the fascist Italian dictator Mussolini 
allies with him and introduces in Italy too the 
same racial laws. Life becomes difficult for 
Eva Maria’s family and they eventually try 
to flee. To protect her precious instrument, 
Eva Maria hides it in her suitcase, then under 
her coat, and it is only taken off her when 
she arrives at Auschwitz. This is not for long, 

though, as she is quickly ordered to play in 
the camp “orchestra”. The extra rations she 
enjoys as a musician come in useful, and 
she trades them to get information about 
her brother, who succeeds to sends her a 
message — some notes and some words in 
German — which Eva Maria tucks inside her 
violin. She believes it’s her brother’s way of 
saying “Don’t give up, as long as you can 
play music, you can be free”. Unfortunately, 
the “privileges” she enjoys are envied and 
a fellow inmate cuts her violin in two. Eva 
Maria is thrown out of the orchestra and the 
atrocities of the general camp life become 
too much for her. And she eventually dies 
and her body burned in the ovens with the 
many millions of other prisoners who didn’t 
make it. When the Russians freed the camp 
and released the prisoners in 1945, Enzo, the 
brother, found the violin in a storeroom and 
took it back to Italy with him. Although he 
paid to have it restored, he never returned 
to collect it. When the elderly gentleman 
finally found it sixty years later, he took the 
violin back to Auschwitz and, in memory of 
Eva Maria, a violinist played the young gir’s 
favourite tune standing in front of the gates 
where the “trains to the hell” used to arrive.

Target: Fiction, 8+
Binding: Sofcover with flaps
Format: 13 x 21 cm
Pages: 88
Text: Anna Lavatelli
Illustrations: Cinzia Ghigliano
Rights sold: Spanish (worldwide)

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Anna Lavatelli is a well-known Italian children’s book writer. She has won a 
number of prizes, including the “Battello a Vapore” in 1993 and the Andersen 
award in 2005 as best Italian author with Bimbambel (Interlinea). Her books have 
been published in Argentina, Brazil, China, Colombia, South Korea, Ecuador, 
Mexico, and Peru.
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Ehi, centauro!
Vai nel maledetto fiume
ben spalmato di lerciume
nel lerciume mai spalmato
sempre bestia eppur garbato. 

E io, più ardito: «Sì, il centauro fa così!»

Ehi, centauro!
Vacci, ho detto e non tornare
e se torni non andare
va’ e torna, torna e vai
con profitto o con dei guai.

noi abbiamo un rito scaramantico che ci protegge 
da ogni pericolo. Vuoi che te lo insegni? Non è 
difficile: devi solo rispondere, a ogni strofa: “Sì, il 
centauro fa così!”». 

E, senza aspettare risposte, si mette a recitare:

Ehi, centauro!
Vai nel fiume Flegetonte
sempre dritto e ben di fronte
mai di fronte e mai diritto
sempre muto eppur mai zitto.

E io, un po’ incerto: «Sì, il centauro fa così!»
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Antonio Ferrara was born in Portici, near Naples in 
1957 and graduated from the Salazar Art Institute. 
He currently lives and works in Novara. Some of 
his works have been selected several times for the 
illustrators’ Exhibition of the Bologna Children’s 
Book Fair. He has been engaged for years in 
educational projects for the promotion of Reading 
and Art, holding illustration and creative writing 
workshops for children and adults in schools, 
libraries, bookshops and cultural associations. 
He is one of the most popular Italian children’s 
literature writers at the moment. 

No cell phone tonight
“�e Frogs” series, No 39

Luca and his family are at the table, like every evening, 
for dinner. It seems like an evening like many others, but 
something unexpected happens: Luca accidentally drops 
the mobile phone that his father keeps on the table, this 
falls on the ground and breaks. His father gets very angry 
and the family finds themselves having dinner in silence: 
a silence never heard before. But suddenly it is the father 
himself, perhaps to break that embarrassing silence, to 
say something and the evening begins to take a very 
different turn from the usual... A light but profound story 
that shows our “technological” weaknesses, seen through 
the ironic gaze of a child.

Target: Fiction, 7+
Binding: Sofcover with flaps

Format: 13 x 21 cm
Pages: 40

Text: Antonio Ferrara

Becky’s War
“�e Frogs” series, No 40

1943: to escape bombings in Milan, Becky and 
her family move to Meina, on Lake Maggiore, 
where her father runs a hotel. Many people have 
taken refuge there, including many Jews who fled 
from Thessaloniki, and Becky makes friends with 
other kids, in particular with Johnny, sunny and 
optimistic. Days pass calmly and the nightmare of 
war seems over when, on September 8th, the radio 
announces the armistice. However a group of Nazi 
soldiers take possession of the hotel, imprisoning 
Becky, her family and the other Jews in a room. It is 
only the beginning of a tragedy: the first massacre of 
Jews in Italy. Based on a true story.

Target: Fiction, 7+
Binding: Sofcover with flaps

Format: 13 x 21 cm
Pages: 80

Text: Antonio Ferrara

STRAIGHT TO THE HEART
“�e Frogs” series, No 36

«They are little ones. You don’t see black dots 
easily. And they travel on the heads of all children. 
And then they make you itch, an itch that when 
you start scratching you simply cannot stop». The 
daily adventures of Leo, a cheerful and curious 
boy, that day after day has to deal with the little 
big problems of an ordinary child’s life: lice, the 
tasks that sometimes don’t allow you to go out 
to play with friends, bully boys, questions, the 
relationship with his sister and his parents... 
A book that, between the serious and the hilarious, 
introduces to the theme of children’s rights.

Target: Fiction, 7+
Binding: Sofcover with flaps
Format: 13 x 21 cm
Pages: 64
Text: Antonio Ferrara
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The monsters of hell
“�e Frogs” series, No 41

Here is an unexpected journey into Dante’s 
Hell to discover his monsters, from Cerberus to 
Charon, from Minos to the Minotaur, who come 
back to life and complain, throw invectives, tell 
about their hard work. A “monstrous” book that 
captures the youngest reader: «What I want to tell 
you may seem like a made-up story. You don’t 
have to believe me and I don’t want to convince 
you at all costs ».

Target: Fiction, 7+
Format:  13 x 21 cm – Pages: 64
Binding: Paperback
Texts: Anna Lavatelli
Illustrations:  Enrico Macchiavello



THE MASKED GIRL
“�e Frogs” series, No 33

A new city, a new home, new people around: it’s 
not easy for Emma to start all over again. She 
misses her best friend so much and her old life.
And then, no one here seems to notice her, as 
though she were transparent. 
Perhaps a mask can help her to be noticed by that 
little boy dressed up like Superman who spends 
every day speeding around on his kick scooter.

Target: Picture Books, 6+
Format:  13 x 21 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & illustrations:  Cinzia Ghigliano

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Cinzia Ghigliano (Italy) started her career as a cartoonist in 
1976. She was awarded with the prestigious Yellow Kid as Italian 
Cartoonist of the Year. She has created some memorable serial 
characters – such as Isolina, Lea Martelli, Solange – whose 
series were also featured on high-circulation magazines. She 
has also published several stories for children and teenagers on 
“Il Corriere dei Piccoli” and now it’s one of the most popular 
children’s books illustrators in Italy.
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WELCOME, LITTLE TOMATO!
“�e Frogs” series, No 14

A colouring book for learning to take care of nature.
Aurora and Caterina live with their grandfather 
Osvaldo and their parents in a grey, dreary building 
and have always hated eating vegetables. One day, 
though, a little bird drops a seed in a pot left forgotten 
on the balcony, from which a little plant sprouts. 
With the help of their grandfather, the girls make it 
grow and it becomes a beautiful and luxuriant plant.

MASO CIUCCIAMASO
“�e Frogs” series, No 24

Maso is a fine chubby child who spends his time 
sucking the Big Baby’s Bottle his mum prepares for 
him until he trips and falls down and, being rather 
round and plump, he begins rolling over and over… 
A funny book on food and food troubles, without 
rhetoric and moralizing.

Target: Fiction, Activity 4+
Format: 23 x 28 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Anna Lavatelli
Illustrations: Alessandra 
Cimatoribus

Target: Fiction, 7+
Format: 13 x 21 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Softcover with flaps
Texts: Anna Lavatelli
Illustrations: Antongionata Ferrari

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Alessandra Cimatoribus lives and works in Italy. 
She attended the International School of Graphics 
in Venice. Her works have been present in many 
exhibitions, as the International Children’s Bookfair 
in Bologna, the Biennale of Bratislava, the Biennale 
of Barreiro (Portugal), the American Illustrators 
Society’s Exhibition, New York. She published 
many books for Italian publishers as for American, 
German, Spanish and French ones. She has also 
worked for a theatre company in Italy, projecting 
and painting the costumes for a show. In 2008 she 
was invited by the Italian Embassy in Teheran to 
lead an illustration workshop.

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Paolo D’Altan lives and works in Milan. He 
started working as an advertising illustrator to 
then approach the world of children’s books. 
For Interlinea he illustrated Edmondo de 
Amicis’ �e Little Lombard Lookout, Sebastiano 
Ruiz Mignone’s �e Titanic Musician and Anna 
Lavatelli’s �e Hen Who Couldn’t Lay Eggs. He 
won the Andersen Prize in 2011.

THE TITANIC’S MUSICIAN
“�e Frogs” series, No 30

«I play the double bass. I’ve never been very 
good. But I get on with it.» The story of a 
musician and of his love for music that will 
lead him, with other members of the Titanic 
orchestra, to the choice not to abandon the 
ship and play together until the end. A book 
that excites young and adult readers, too.

Target: Fiction, 7+
Format: 13 x 21 cm - Pages: 32
Binding: Sofcover with flaps
Texts: Sebastiano Ruiz Mignone
Illustrations: Paolo D’Altan
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ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Cecco Mariniello was born in Siena 
in 1950 and is one of the most famous 
illustrators in Italy. He has been awarded 
the Andersen prize and has published with 
Piemme (for Jacopo and the Abominable 
Wild Beast), Fatatrac, Giunti and others 
Italian publishers.  

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Roberto Piumini is one of the best italian 
children book’s writer, very well known even 
abroad. He has written novels, tales, poems 
and translations for adults as well as many 
best-selling children’s books. 

THE CICIS
“�e Frogs” series, No 21

Cicio and Cicia are two children like many 
others: lively, a little impertinent and very 
curious. One day they decide to go to 
Felicity, a town of games and colours, of 
parties and of joy. Along the way, the two 
brothers become hungry and start eating... 
too much. And they become fat, very fat, 
exaggeratedly fat... A story full of fantasy 
to talk to children in a simple and effective 
way about the need for a healthy nutrition.

BUMBA’S WATER
“�e Frogs” series, No 33

For the first time, Bumba, with a jar balanced 
on his head, is carrying water from the spring 
to the village. The water is very precious and 
Bumba, who is not very strong and does not 
want to spill it, is walking at the end of a line of 
women and children crossing the savannah. At 
a certain point he meets an old dark-skinned 
man, with a white dog, who asks him for some 
of his water: Bumba doesn’t know what to do, 
he doesn’t know, but he acts instinctively...  
A moving story about the generosity only 
children are capable of. A story by a great 
Italian author highlighting the value of water.

Target: Fiction, 6+
Format: 13 x 21 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Softcover with flaps
Texts: Roberto Piumini
Illustrations: Monica Rabà

Target: Fiction, 8+
Format: 13 x 21 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Softcover with flaps
Texts: Roberto Piumini
Illustrations: Cecco Marniello
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Anna Vivarelli was born in Turin and obtained a 
degree in Philosophy. She is a playwright and a 
fiction writer for Piemme, Feltrinelli and Einaudi 
Ragazzi.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Silvia Roncaglia was born in Modena and lives in 
the countryside. She is a writer of children’s books 
and theatrical dramaturgies. She has published 
more than 80 books where commitment, magical 
imagination, word games, irony, direct line with 
children and theatrical vocation are intertwined 
in every new invention. She loves to present her 
books to young readers in an unusual way with 
animated readings and shows. She collaborates 
with various theater groups and successful shows 
have been drawn from her books. She has won 
some important prizes including the prestigious 
Bancarellino Prize in 2006 with Dear Johnny Depp.

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Cecco Mariniello was born in Siena in 1950 and 
is one of the most famous illustrators in Italy. 
He has been awarded the Andersen prize and 
has published with Piemme (for Jacopo and the 
Abominable Wild Beast), Fatatrac, Giunti and others 
Italian publishers.  

LITTLE MAD TALES
“�e Frogs” series, No 9

How do you know that fairies are always happy? 
Or that windows don’t have feelings? In this 
fantastic book this happens, and that’s not all! 
Spiteful shrimps that enjoy teasing the other sea 
fishes, a lazybones inventor who becomes mayor, 
a mosquito looking for a very personal tale, and a 
witch who is stubborn as a mule...
The style is effective and simple, suitable even for 
very young readers.

THE OVERBEARING TELEVISION
“�e Frogs” series, No 19

For Carlo, despite his mom’s recommendations, 
it would never be time to turn off television: 
cartoons, games, quizzes... But one day the TV set 
gets crazy and decides it will never switch off…

Target: Fiction, 6+
Format: 13 x 21 cm - Pages: 40
Binding: Sofcover with flaps
Texts: Anna Vivarelli
Illustrations: Cecco Mariniello

Target: Fiction, 6+
Format: 13 x 21 cm - Pages: 32
Binding: Sofcover with flaps
Texts: Silvia Roncaglia
Illustrations: Antongionata 
Ferrari
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Guido Quarzo is one of the most popular 
modern Italian children’s books writers also 
very well known abroad; he was awarded the 
Andersen-Baia delle Favole Prize and Battel-
lo a Vapore Prize. Anna Vivarelli was born in 
Turin and obtained a degree in Philosophy. 
She is a playwright and a fiction writer for 
Piemme, Feltrinelli and Einaudi Ragazzi.

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR

Andrea Astuto was born in Novara, where he lives 
and works. He illustrated many books for school 
and published for DeAgostini, Larus and Piemme.

GOODIES TALES
“�e Frogs” series, No 3

Three funny tales, stuffed with imagination. A cook 
wants to make a very special omelette and becomes 
involved in an amusing nosh-up; a boy dreams of 
sandwiches and adventures; a confectioner has to 
shut his shop and decides to become a fisherman, 
until, on a lost island, he finds his own old passion 
for sweets thanks to a very tasty surprise... 
A book for real greedy first readers!

EAT, MATILDE! - THREE YUMMY ADVENTURES
“�e Frogs” series, No 34

This is the story of Matilde who didn’t want to eat her 
soup and ended up falling into it.
Some people think that today’s children do not like 
and eat soups anymore because mothers do not have 
time to cook them. But we know that the world is 
still full of mothers who have time and desire to cook 
terrible soups and mushy spinach and quivering 
puddings without chocolate! And Matilde, not to eat 
what her mother wants her to eat, imagines herself 
living fantastic adventures among courgette wheels, 
spinach legs and sticky puddings!

Target: Fiction, 6+
Format: 13 x 21 cm - Pages: 46
Binding: Sofcover with flaps
Texts: Guido Quarzo, 
Anna Vivarelli
Illustrations: Andrea Astuto 

Target: Fiction, 7+
Format: 13 x 21 cm – Pages: 40
Binding: Softcover with flaps
Texts: Guido Quarzo and 
Anna Vivarelli
Illustrations: Cinzia Ghigliano
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JUST FOR FUN
“�e Frogs” series, No 23

So, just for fun... you can play many games and create 
things at home and at school, when you are tired 
of studying, reading or watching TV, when it rains 
outside and you get bored indoors. Using paper, 
cardboard, foil or polystyrene trays, plastic bottles, 
paper plates and glasses, cork stoppers and many 
other recycled materials, you can invent many toys, 
created with our own hands, magical and beautiful... 
A book to read and use, an illustrated and practical 
guide with many ideas for children but also for adults 
(mothers, dads and teachers).

GIOVANNINO TREAD-ON-POO
“�e Frogs” series, No 7 

«It was eight o’clock and as always Giovannino 
went out, met his friend and together they went 
to school...» But the street is filled with dangers 
and, when you least expect it, you may happen to 
tread on... a poo. And suddenly you find yourself 
in the middle of fantastic adventures and from that 
unpleasant hitch even a sweet-smelling flower may 
grow! This happens to Giovannino Tread-on-Poo, the 
nice protagonist of this funny tale with cheerful and 
very colourful illustrations.

Target: Activity Book, 7+
Format: 13  x 21 cm – Pages: 96
Binding: Softcover with flaps 
Texts & Illustrations: Elve Fortis 
de Hieronymis

Target: Fiction, 6+
Format: 13 x 21 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Softcover with flaps
Texts & Illustrations: Valentina 
Magnaschi



ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Sebastiano Ruiz Mignone, Turin, is one of the 
most brilliant authors of the new Italian children’s 
literature. He has published with all the major 
publishers (recent titles are Il ghasma con asma, 
Einaudi, and Pirati all’arrembaggio, Edizioni EL) 
and has won several literary awards, including the 
Andersen Prize and the Cento Award.

ABOUT THE illustrator

Gianni De Conno, Milan, is one of the most 
interesting illustrators in the new Italian artistic 
scene. Awarded in various competitions around 
the world, he has illustrated books and worked 
for many Italian and foreign publishers.

EYES SHUT
“�e Frogs” series, No 18

Belloforte is a beautiful child, the most 
beautiful in the country. But he is also very 
sad, and he often finds himself playing 
alone. But one day his mom teaches him a 
wonderful game: just close your eyes and say 
a magic phrase to become invisible...

HAIRY HOUSE
“�e Frogs” series, No 30

Gina has a vague recollection of the wood, 
when she went there for the first time. She 
had to bring her grandmother a cake... 
But now, where is Gina, who reminds us of 
Red Riding Hood? A very unusual point of 
view for this book, good both for children 
and for adults.

Target: Fiction, 7+
Format: 13 x 21 cm - Pages: 32
Binding: Sofcover with flaps
Texts: Sebastiano Ruiz Mignone
Illustrations: Gianni De Conno

Target: Fiction, 7+
Format: 13 x 21 cm - Pages: 32
Binding: Sofcover with flaps
Texts: Sebastiano Ruiz Mignone
Illustrations: Gianni De Conno
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The Pencil Boy

Lapo is almost 30 and he has just moved to 
a big city, working on his dream: to become 
an illustrator. Things do not go very well at 
the beginning, but he believes so much in his 
capacities that all of a sudden, one morning, 
Lapo becomes himself his dream, waking up 
in the form of the tool that he always holds in 
his hand: a pencil. He is a pencil boy now but 
he cannot show emotions and he has to draw 
faces, one for each emotion to show to people 
when needed. He draws more than a hundred 
ones, but he realizes this is not enough. And 
an incredible tragicomic adventure in the big 
city starts!

Target: Fiction, Beginners, 7+
Format: 15,5 x 22 cm – Pages: 120
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Michele d’Ignazio
Book cover: Serge Bloch

THE PENCIL BOY BACK HOME

Driiiiin! Lapo receives a phone call: his father, 
known as “Blackberry Bush” because of his 
tangled hair, needs him and asks Lapo to go 
back home. For Lapo it’s time to put dreams 
aside and to return home, back to the rolling 
hills, the wheat fields and the quiet sea. But 
an incredible adventure is waiting for him, a 
story made of old and new friends, sunsets, 
special trees... and colored pencils! A dip in 
the past and in the nature reveals to Lapo a 
deep secret: dreams should not be neglected, 
but cultivated, because just like small seeds 
they are able to give life to great stories!

Target: Fiction, Beginners, 7+
Format: 15,5 x 22 cm - Pages: 120
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Michele d’Ignazio
Book cover: Serge Bloch

About the Author

Born in Cosenza, Michele wrote Storia 
di una matita (�e pencil boy) which was 
published by Rizzoli in 2012. The book 
was highly appreciated by the public and 
gained 10 editions in only 5 years. Based on 
the book a Pencil Tour was started, which 
gave the author the chance to organize 
workshops in schools, in libraries and in 
theathres, too. In 2014 Michele D’Ignazio 
wrote a sequel to the first book, �e pencil-
boy at school for and 2018 the third episode 
of this longselling series was published! 
Michele is a documentary filmmaker and 
owns a cultural “locanda” in San Nicola, a 
sea-village in Calabria, South Italy.

THE PENCIL BOY AT SCHOOL

Lapo teaches Art and Drawing lessons in an 
elementary school. He has a very special class: 
Paolo only thinks about soccer, Pamela never 
speaks, Tommaso is afraid of everything and 
always puts his fingers in his nose.  Although, 
Lapo himself is a very special teacher. He lets 
his class draw in the schoolyard, he listens to 
their personal stories, he takes them to the 
city, to the lake and invites them to invent a 
new world. All this happens, while following 
a very sharp border between reality and 
imagination.

Target: Fiction, Beginners, 7+
Format: 15,5 x 22 cm - Pages: 144
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Michele d’Ignazio
Book cover: Serge Bloch

MICHELE D’IGNAZIO - ITALY



Target: Non Fiction, 6+/8+
Format: 17 x 21 cm
Binding: Soft Bound
Texts: Roberto Luciani, Maria Grazia Iorino, Maria Loretta Giraldo, Agostino Traini, Francesco Fagnani
Illustrations: Roberto Luciani, Giulia Orecchia, Francesca Di Chiara, Agostino Traini, Francesco Fagnani

6 titles currently available

THE DIARY OF GOOD THINGS

A book that turns into a special 
diary where every child can 
write, draw and paste in the 
company of Donkey Ettore 
and other friendly characters, 
because it is never too early to 
learn a correct lifestyle.

THE DIARY OF A SPARE 
WHEEL

Every day we make a journey, 
and every day we deal with 
traffic and roads. Just like Alex, 
the protagonist of this book. A 
book full of stories and games, to 
discover the importance of safe 
traveling.

Target: 8+ / Pages: 48
Texts & Illustrations: 
Agostino Traini

Target: 8+ / Pages: 48
Texts and Illustrations: 
Francesco Fagnani

A DAY AT THE HOSPITAL

An interactive book to discover 
a hospital: let’s visit its rooms, 
learn about the people who 
work there and how patients 
are treated, even the youngest 
ones. And all of a sudden, the 
experience will become less 
fearful.

MY ANIMAL FRIEND

A special book to learn more 
about our animal friends and 
how to take care of them. 
Because pets living in our 
homes have their own way of 
expressing emotions and fears, 
too.

THE HAPPY MACHINE

Our Earth is like a special machine 
with “living elements” like 
animals, plants and also “natural 
elements” that makes everything 
work with their energy and 
warmth. And we are too part of 
this surprising mechanism.  This 
is why we have to take care of it 
in the best way possible.

Target: 8+ / Pages: 32
Texts & Illustrations: 
Roberto Luciani

Target: 8+ / Pages: 40
Texts: Maria Grazia Iorino
Illustrations: Giulia Orecchia

Target: 8+ / Pages: 48
Texts & Illustrations: 
Roberto Luciani

WHAT IS WATER?

What is water? Where does 
it come from and why is it so 
important not to waste it? Here is 
a book full of answers and lots of 
funny experiments to learn more 
about all the secrets of the most 
precious asset on Earth. 

Target: 6+ / Pages: 48
Texts: Maria Loretta Giraldo
Illustrations: Francesca Di Chiara
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new!

If it were happiness

It’s Sunday, and as every day the kids 
living in Martinelli Street meet them 
down in the courtyard of their condo. 
In this magical place - where grass smells 
of Spring, among one old swing and a 
waterless fountain – our friends spend 
the afternoon together playing, arguing 
and making new friends. But for Arturo, 
Zoe and Giulio, the protagonists of this 
story, this is also an opportunity to think 
about the most beautiful thing that can 
happen to us: HAPPINESS, and how they 
can try to achieve it!

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Fabio Leocata – He writes books for 
children; he is also an editor, blogger and 
cartoon screenwriter.

Sabrina Rondinelli  –  Was born in Turin 
in 1972. She teaches in an elementary 
school, conducts creative writing meetings 
and writes audio-films for blind people. 
With “Walking, Running, Flying” she 
won the Bancarellino Prize and the Città 
di Penne National Prize for children.

Giulia Orecchia – One of the most well-
known illustrators of literature for 
children and young readers, her work 
has been published by major Italian 
publishers. She won the Andersen Prize 
in 1997.

Target: Fiction, 7+
Format: 14,5 x 18,5 cm – Pages: 48
Binding: Soft cover with flaps
Texts: Fabio Leocata, Sabrina Rondinelli
Illustrations: Giulia Orecchia
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KINDNESS WILL GET YOU ANYWHERE

Matilde and her friends are about to make an 
extraordinary discovery: a simple gesture of kindness 
can make the world more beautiful and colorful. A 
magic? No, all the fault - or merit - lies in the so-called 
butter�y e�ect: the incredible catching effect that an 
act of kindness, a good deed or care for others can 
have on people around you! A year of adventures 
and emotions: friendship and solitude, mischief and 
great gestures of love, and above all a great desire 
to be together. A funny and moving reading to do 
alone or with mom and dad, for discovering the 
mysterious power of kindness.

�is book project was also created and distributed in 
10,000 classrooms in the Italian Primary schools in 2014 
and 2015, involving 250,000 children and their families.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Fabio Leocata – He writes books for children; he is also an editor, blogger and cartoon 
screenwriter.

Giulia Orecchia – One of the most well-known illustrators of literature for children and 
young readers, her work has been published by major Italian publishers. She won the 
Andersen Prize in 1997.

Target: Fiction, 8+
Format: 14,5 x 18,5 cm - Pages: 96
Binding: Soft cover with flaps
Texts: Fabio Leocata
Illustrations: Giulia Orecchia
Rights sold: Chinese (Simpli�ed)
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SCILLA AND HER MOBILE PHONE

Scilla has a mobile phone-struggle: her friends are 
putting her aside, her family is not listening to her and 
F (she’s sure, he would understand...) soon will move 
to a new town! All of her schoolmates have it, almost 
everyone has got a smartphone, why she still doesn’t 
have one? Luckily she can count on granny Katrina, 
and luckily sometimes a prodigious tram goes by, 
bringing her to unexpected places. Here, in the digital 
city, where she’ll find strange characters, new friends 
and most of all... lots of answers! 
A training journey that does not prescribe but proposes 
a conscious approach to the digital life of children and 
tries to answer the fateful question: “Come on, when 
will I get a smartphone, too?”

28 DAYS

Yes, we are almost there... sooner or later – the time of 
girls’ period will also come for Vera. During teenagers’ 
time anything can happen like sprouting tits, hairs 
that grow where there had never been and his team 
mate, Clovis, who suddenly looks very attractive and 
interesting to her! But Vera didn’t understand very 
clearly what this famous “period” is. Who will finally 
be able to explain this to her?  
An interesting and funny story relating – and once for 
all addressed to girls and boys, too – with the sensitive 
topic of girls’ period, how this works and how to face 
the issue with the youngest in a delicate and very 
natural way!

Target: Fiction, 9+
Format: 14,5 x 18,5 cm – Pages: 52
Binding: Soft cover with flaps
Texts: Francesco Fagnani
Illustrations: Agnese Innocente
Rights sold: Chinese (Simpli�ed), Russia

Target: Fiction, 8+
Format: 14,5 x 18,5 cm - Pages: 48
Binding: Soft cover with flaps
Texts: Lia Celi
Illustrations: Ilaria Urbinati
Rights sold: Chinese (Simpli�ed)



BILLI THE FEARCATCHER
A book for overcoming fears!

Can fear be a friend? The answer is yes, because as 
Billi says: “A fear tagged is a fear half bagged”.
Wrapped in his colourful patchwork cloak, Billi 
Fearcatcher comes to town to do what he does 
best: to tell incredible stories to children who have 
deeply hidden fears. 
Vibrantly poetic illustrations accompany this book, 
which is dedicated to the youngest and their parents 
helping them to face fears: fear in fairy tales, fear 
of the dark and fear of nightmares, fear of flying 
the nest storms, fears to be in hospital or fear of 
not being liked and accepted. Every fear has a way 
to overcome it and Billi can help us to do this in a 
funny and poetic way!

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Maria Loretta Giraldo – Author of children’s 
books, her fairytales and nursery rhymes have been 
published by major publishers in Italy and abroad. 

Giulia Orecchia – One of the most well-known 
illustrators of literature for children and young 
readers, her work has been published by major Italian 
publishers. She won the Andersen Prize in 1997.

Target: Fiction, 6+
Format: 14,5 x 18,5 cm – Pages: 64
Binding: Soft cover with flaps
Texts: Maria Loretta Giraldo
Illustrations: Giulia Orecchia
Rights sold: Chinese (Simpli�ed)
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NIC AND GRANDMA
�e true meaning of ‘forever in your heart’

Losing someone close to you is hard to accept. 
The story is about the special relationship 
between Nic the mouse and his grandmother 
and the magic adventures that lead him to 
discover that nothing will ever change that 
love, no matter what. A delicate, tender story 
that gives hope and great fun to read.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Roberto Luciani – Cartoonist and illustrator, 
author of many successful books for children 
and young readers by major Italian publishers, 
he collaborated with the legendary Corriere dei 
Piccoli and was Art Director for Giunti Progetti 
Educativi. 

Target: Fiction, 6+
Format: 14,5 x 18,5 cm – Pages: 64
Binding: Soft cover with flaps
Texts & Illustrations: Roberto Luciani
Rights sold: Chinese (Simpli�ed)
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BRAVE GAMES
Each day brings a small big challenge!

It takes courage to learn to ride a bicycle, to 
meet new friends, to win the battle with your 
shoelaces, to wait for mum when she’s late 
picking you up from school. 
The author tells ten short stories, each about a 
small but great daily challenge. For a child who 
has the whole world to explore, a moment of 
courage and happiness is always just around 
the corner.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Roberto Piumini – Author, essayist and 
translator. He has written stories, novels, fairy 
tales and poetry for children of all ages and 
adults. His work has been published by major 
publishers in Italy and abroad.

Marco Somà – One of Italy’s most well-known 
children’s book illustrators. His illustrations 
have been selected for several exhibitions and 
fairs all over Europe.

Target: Fiction, 6+
Format: 14,5 x 18,5 cm – Pages: 64
Binding: Soft cover with flaps
Texts: Roberto Piumini
Illustrations: Marco Somà
Rights sold: Chinese (Simpli�ed), Serbia
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Manuela Salvi – She is the author of many 
successful books for children, published in 
Italy and abroad. She is also a translator and in 
2012 she was a founding member of the Italian 
Children Writers Association and in 2014 she 
completed a Master in Children’s Literature at the 
Roehampton University in London. 

Tuono Pettinato – This is the pen name of Andrea 
Paggiaro, one of our most greatly loved cartoonists. 
He teaches Humoristic Cartoon Design at the 
Accademia di Belle Arti in Bologna. His works has 
been published by many well-known Italian and 
foreign publishers.

Target: Fiction, 9+
Format: 14,5 x 18,5 cm – Pages: 64
Binding: Soft cover with flaps
Texts: Manuela Salvi
Illustrations: Tuono Pettinato

ELI & MO, FRIENDS ONLINE
A book about friendship for digital natives

Two friends: an elephant and a fly. Separated by a 
road but united by a network, the Internet.
What happens if they should decide to meet up 
one day? A sensitive, entertaining story about 
different ways of being friends online but keeping 
the strong desire to meet personally.
A book dedicated to new young digital natives.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Roberto Luciani – Cartoonist and illustrator, 
author of many successful books for children and 
young readers by major Italian publishers, he 
collaborated with the legendary Corriere dei Piccoli 
and was Art Director for Giunti Progetti Educativi.

Target: Non Fiction, 5+
Format: 14,5 x 18,5 cm – Pages: 64
Binding: Soft cover with flaps
Texts & Illustrations: Roberto Luciani
Rights sold: Chinese (Simpli�ed), Russia

FAMILY AND OTHER ISSUES
�ere are many di�erent ways of being a family

What is a normal family? Barbara really doesn’t 
like her family at all: a weird dad, his new girlfriend 
and two new brothers she would happily do 
without. She can’t wait to leave for Paris to see her 
mum! Step by step, however, literally a step at a 
time, on each floor in her apartment block, lots of 
other families appear that are even stranger than 
her own but each united by great love. 
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QUITE A SPECIAL DAY
Getting along with trisomy!

School is over and Leo feels lonely. TV 
and videogames are real boring things 
and Barban the pirate is his companion. 
When mum suggests to spend some time 
with Massimiliano, Leo doesn’t want to 
go. On the contrary, it will prove to be 
quite a special day! A story on how to get 
along with trisomy!

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Guido Quarzo – Writer of novels, stories and 
poetry for children, he graduated in pedagogy 
and worked in primary schools for many 
years as a teacher and trainer. In 1995 he won 
the Andersen Prize.

Cinzia Ghigliano – Illustrator and cartoonist, 
she publishes and collaborates with the most 
well-known publishers. She won prestigious 
prizes, which include the Yellow Kid 1978 
as best Italian cartoon author, Giant of the 
Langhe 2003 and Caran d’Ache 2003 as best 
illustrator of the year.

Target: Non Fiction, 6+
Format: 14,5 x 18,5 cm – Pages: 64
Binding: Soft cover with flaps
Texts: Guido Quarzo
Illustrations: Cinzia Ghigliano
Rights sold: Chinese (Simpli�ed)
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COLLYWOBBLES AND OTHER 
EMOTIONS
When your heart races…

Your heart thumps like a drum, your face 
turns as red as a beetroot, you can’t get 
your words out in one piece... These are all 
emotions and they almost always tell the 
truth about what we are feeling. Nothing to 
fear, they just want to be listened to! 

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Roberto Piumini – Author, essayist and 
translator. He has written stories, novels, 
fairy tales and poetry for children of all ages 
and adults. His work has been published by 
major publishers in Italy and abroad. 

Annalaura Cantone – She teaches at the 
European Institutes of Design in Milan. As 
illustrator and author her work has been 
published in many books for children and 
translated into a number of languages.

Target: Fiction, 5+
Format: 14,5 x 18,5 cm 
Pages: 64
Binding: Soft cover with flaps
Texts: Roberto Piumini
Illustrations: Annalaura Cantone
Rights sold: Chinese (Simpli�ed), 
Spanish (Worldwide)
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Pages: 64
Format: 14,5×18,5
Binding: Soft cover with flaps
Texts: Maria Loretta Giraldo
Illustrations: Ilaria Urbinati

STORIES OF WHEN WE WERE DISTANT

Finally the days of solitude are over: in the 
schoolyard many voices and children laughter 
ring out again. And suddenly, carried by 
a magical wind, a Storyteller appears. He 
gathers emotions, fears and hopes crowded 
into children’s hearts during the pandemic, to 
magically transform them into one and many 
different stories! A book dedicated to the 
little ones – to read alone or with parents – to 
rethink about all those difficult situations and 
feelings  experienced during the lockdown: 
the distance from our dearest ones and from 
our beloved places, an invisible danger and 
strict measures to keep it away, an uncertain 
future... but above all, the desire to regain our 
own lives!
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Pages: 64
Format: 14,5×18,5
Binding: Soft cover with flaps
Texts: Fabio Leocata
Illustrations: Massimo Alfaioli

KIND LIKE YOU

With the strength and intimacy of a secret diary, the 
book follows the lives of a group of pre-adolescents 
struggling with everyday challenges and problems, 
addressing important and delicate issues. Page after 
page, young readers will discover together with the 
protagonists of the story what makes this age so 
extraordinary: the strength of friendship and the 
desire to be together, that weakness that everyone 
hides in his heart and the efforts of trying to be 
yourself, daily joys and small and big dramas that 
can shake kids’ existence, the loneliness and the first 
discovery of love. Matilde, Naima, Teo and their 
group will be able to face all this together, thanks to 
the mysterious strength of friendship and kindness.

“What have I learned in these years of Middle school? 
�ree things. 
�e �rst is that each one of us is worth much more than 
the clothes he’s wearing or the marks achieved at school. 
�e second is that if you want to live — I mean to really 
live — you can’t avoid getting hurt every now and then. 
�e third is that the most incredible thing that can happen 
to you is to �nd friends that accept you as you are, and 
never make you feel alone.”



ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Paola Zannoner – She counts today among the most important 
Italian writers of children literature and her books are best-
selling titles translated in over 20 countries, object of important 
awards (including Bancarellino and Cento Prize), last but not 
the least Premio Strega Ragazzi e Ragazze 2018.

Alessandro Baronciani –  He is illustrator and a cartoonist. He 
started working as an Art Director and advertising graphic 
designer in Milan, and today his books are published by all 
major Italian publishers. He also collaborates with different 
record labels and music festivals, he made the record covers for 
groups like Baustelle, Sick Tamburo, I Camillas, Tarm, Bugo, 
Afraid, Uochi Tok.

SOMEONE IN THE DARK

When, one winter evening, Elisa rings at Leo’s door, none of 
them can imagine what’s going to happen in short.
Suddenly the Earth trembles and then it is only devastation, 
darkness and fear. But they are smart kids and above all they 
are not alone. A destructive event becomes then an engaging 
meeting, a journey (even if still!) and they will learn to discover 
a little more about themselves and each other. A book of strong 
emotions that deals with friendship, love and responsibility, 
with inner tremors and real Earth tremors. A help to rationalize 
the fear of an earthquake and an invitation to learn more. With 
an appendix of useful advices on what to do in the event of an 
earthquake suggested by real experts in this field.

 

Target: Fiction, 9+
Format: 14,5 x 18,5 cm – Pages: 64
Binding: Soft cover with flaps
Texts: Paola Zannoner
Illustrations: Alessandro Baronciani

Target: Fiction, 10+
Format: 14,5 x 18,5 cm - Pages: 48
Binding: Soft cover with flaps
Texts: Sabrina Rondinelli
Illustrations: Francesco Fagnani

THE VALUE OF UNIQUENESS
Diversity & Friendship

«Yes, we’re all different, but together we’re stronger!».
Girls and boys of the amazing III C talk, laugh, quarrel and 
sometimes they also suffer together but they stand for each 
other and share their love. Each one is unique and uncommon 
and stands out for character, for one physical trait, or even for 
an imperfection that makes him thus so extraordinary. There’s 
one who feels invisible and one who plays the bully, one with 
different-coloured eyes and someone with dermatitis, another 
who is a bookworm and someone who simply feels alone 
because people say “she is too pretty”.

Many voices, one song, where the sum is more than its parts and 
where diversity becomes a value for all!

€ 10,9083345M

www.librì.it
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“SÌ. SIAMO TUTTI DIVERSI... MA INSIEME SIAMO UNA FORZA!”  

«Sì, siamo tutti diversi, ma insieme siamo una forza!». 
Le ragazze e i ragazzi della mitica III C insieme parlano, 
scherzano, litigano, a volte soffrono... ma si sostengono 
e si vogliono bene. Ognuno di loro è unico e speciale 
e si distingue per un tratto del carattere, per una 
caratteristica �sica, alcuni per una malattia. C’è chi 
si sente invisibile e chi fa il bulletto, chi ha gli occhi di 
due colori diversi e chi la dermatite, chi è un maniaco 
della lettura e chi, semplicemente, si sente sola perché 
“troppo” carina.

Una storia a più voci in cui sarà proprio la diversità
a trasformarsi in una ricchezza per il gruppo intero.

DAI 10 ANNI

BILLI ACCHIAPPAPAURA
Maria Loretta Giraldo
Giulia Orecchia
LE PAURE DEI BAMBINI

NIC E LA NONNA
Roberto Luciani
LA PERDITA DI UNA PERSONA CARA

MIMÌ FIORE DI CACTUS
Marie-France Botte
Pascal Lemaître
DIFENDERSI DAGLI ABUSI

I GIOCHI CORAGGIOSI
Roberto Piumini
Marco Somà
LE PICCOLE SFIDE DI OGNI GIORNO

DOPO IL TEMPORALE
Hélène Romano
Adolie Day
PARLARE DI TERRORISMO AI BAMBINI

FAMIGLIE E ALTRI SCOMPIGLI
Manuela Salvi
Tuono Pettinato
FAMIGLIE DI OGNI TIPO

MA UNA BELLA NOTTE
Mari Kanstad Johnsen
L’AMICIZIA

LA SOLITUDINE

LA FIDUCIA IN SE STESSI

C’È QUALCUNO NEL BUIO
Paola Zannoner
Alessandro Baronciani
L’ESPERIENZA DEL TERREMOTO

ELI & MO AMICI IN RETE
Roberto Luciani
AMICIZIA VIRTUALE, AMICIZIA REALE

DUE PIRATI COME NOI
Guido Quarzo
Cinzia Ghigliano
DIVERSITÀ E AMICIZIA

LA GENTILEZZA VOLA LONTANO
Fabio Leocata
Giulia Orecchia
GENTILEZZA

I 28 GIORNI
Lia Celi
Ilaria Urbinati
IL PRIMO CICLO MESTRUALE

SCILLA E IL TELEFONINO
Francesco Fagnani
Agnese Innocente
IL PRIMO CELLULARE

DIVERSITÀ E AMICIZIA
Nella stessa collana:

Sabrina Rondinelli

Illustrato da Francesco Fagnani

STORIE
DEI RAGAZZI
DELLA III C

Sabrina Rondinelli

è nata nel 1972 a Torino, dove si 
è laureata in Materie Letterarie 
con indirizzo teatrale. Dopo aver 
insegnato per vent’anni nella 
scuola pubblica, oggi si dedica 
completamente alla scrittura. Ha 
pubblicato racconti e romanzi, sia 
per bambini e ragazzi, sia per adulti, 
premiati e tradotti anche all’estero. 
Esperta di scrittura creativa e di 
educazione alla lettura, fa parte 
dell’ICWA, l’Associazione Italiana 
degli Scrittori per bambini e ragazzi.

Francesco Fagnani 

è nato a Merano nel 1965 e vive a 
Firenze. Autore e disegnatore satirico
per riviste come “Cuore”, “Linus” e
per il quotidiano “Il Manifesto”, si 
dedica oggi all’editoria per ragazzi,
dove alterna l’attività di illustratore a 
quella di autore e curatore di collane,
e alla comunicazione pubblicitaria.
Ha pubblicato per i più importanti 
editori italiani. Per le nostre edizioni
ha scritto e illustrato molti libri, fra
cui La Costituzione Italiana, vita, 
passioni e avventure (2008) e Scilla e
il telefonino (2019).
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Fabio Leocata – He writes books for children; he is 
also an editor, blogger and cartoon screenwriter.

Francesco Fagnani – Author and illustrator, his 
works have been published by all major Italian 
publishers.

THE ADVENTURE OF ENERGY
How to understand where our energy comes from 
and how to use it properly

Energy makes the world go round: we use it to 
light our houses, to warm them up, to move 
around, even to play and communicate! But 
where does it really come from? How can we 
produce it? Here is a book to discover the most 
important energy sources, from fossil fuels to 
new clean and renewable sources, and to learn 
that the history of energy is a great adventure 
made up of ideas and great intuitions.

 

Page: 48
Target: 8+
Texts: Fabio Leocata
Illustrations: Francesco Fagnani
Rights sold: South Korea
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FROM SMOKE SIGNALS TO SOCIAL 
NETWORKS
People who went further…

Sixteen portraits in a great journey through 
history and communication technology: from 
Morse to Meucci, from Tesla to Marconi, coming 
to Steve Jobs and Mark Zuckerberg, discovering 
the surprising stories that lie behind these 
great inventors and entrepreneurs, who have 
completely changed the way we communicate, 
access information and stay connected. With this 
wish in mind, mankind has realised great things!

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Simone Terreni – IT engineer and entrepreneur in 
telecommunications, a huge fan of technological 
innovation and storytelling. He loves to write 
and tell stories.

Francesco Fagnani – Author and illustrator, his 
works have been published by all major Italian 
publishers.

Target: Fiction, 11+
Format: 14 x 21,5 cm
Pages: 88
Binding: Soft cover with flaps
Texts: Simone Terreni
Illustrations: Francesco Fagnani



Elisabetta Sera�ni e C
aterina D

i Paolo - Preistoria. A
ltri sguardi, nuovi racconti

È possibile raccontare la Preistoria
senza parlare solo di uomini preistorici?

Certo: basta guardare con molta attenzione le tracce
che ha lasciato e porsi nuove domande. 

 Si scopre così una vita di gruppo costruita
su un vero e proprio gioco di squadra:

il lavoro delle donne, le attività degli uomini,
il contributo di bambine e bambini.

Ascoltando i racconti di studiose di ieri e di oggi
scopriremo le regole di quel gioco

e comprenderemo i loro cambiamenti nel tempo. 

€ xx,xx

Preistoria
Altri sguardi, nuovi racconti

Elisabetta Sera�ni e Caterina Di Paolo

Storie nella Storia

Una storia raddrizzata 

Immaginate se un matematico tentasse di risolvere un'equazione usando 
soltanto numeri dispari, un pittore componesse la sua tavolozza senza usare
il rosso e il giallo, un poeta componesse versi con parole senza vocali...
Avremmo equazioni diseguali, dipinti sbiaditi, versi dalle sonorità rauche
e impronunciabili. E la storia dell'umanità? 
Immaginate se uno storico raccontasse solo i fatti e le avventure degli uomini. 
Avremmo una storia strana, irreale, SBILENCA. 

A ben vedere, per molti secoli lo è proprio stata: la storia narrava di invasioni, 
guerre, crociate, lotte per il potere tra papi e imperatori, tra re
e signori, viaggi avventurosi, grandi scoperte. Tutto merito degli uomini, 
grandi uomini. Eroi.

Le donne attraversavano i libri di storia come fantasmi: qualche regina, 
nobildonne intriganti, una grande badessa, una santa battagliera, qualche 
letterata, una rivoluzionaria etc. Ogni epoca ha avuto le sua poche illustri 
eroine. Ma tutte le altre donne?
Dov'erano, come vivevano, cosa facevano, cosa pensavano le donne del 
passato? Domande che no trovavano risposta nei libri di storia: una storia 
incompleta e parziale che, a pensarci bene, non aiutava a capire la storia
degli uomini.
Per completarla, era necessario raccogliere una “massa di informazioni”
sulla vita delle donne e riscrivere la storia delle donne e degli uomini:
la storia dell'umanità. È stato come restituire i numeri pari ai matematici,
il rosso e il giallo ai pittori, le vocali ai poeti.

La collana Storie nella Storia propone alle bambine e ai bambini, alle ragazze
e ai ragazzi un racconto nuovo della storia, capace di intrecciare le vicende
di donne e uomini, di valorizzare le relazioni e le di�erenze, di contribuire 
in�ne alla costruzione di un mondo comune migliore.

Online il materiale didattico e gli approfondimenti
per insegnanti, educatori educatrici. 

www.settenove.it/preistoria

Elisabetta Sera�ni
Ricercatrice in studi storici,
collabora con la cattedra di Storia moderna.
Insegnante di scuola primaria e formatrice di docenti,
si occupa di didattica della storia
e della sua declinazionein chiave di genere.
È coordinatrice nazionale per la didattica
e membro della Commissione didattica
del coordinamento delle società storiche.

Caterina Di Paolo
Loremipsum lorem ipsdaj�basd�kahsl òfnaslncalsdf
Loremipsum lorem ipsdaj�basd�kahsl òfnaslncalsdf
Loremipsum lorem ipsdaj�basd�kahsl òfnaslncalsdf
Loremipsum lorem ipsdaj�basd�kahsl òfnaslncalsdf
Loremipsum lorem ipsdaj�basd�kahsl òfnaslncalsdf
Loremipsum lorem ipsdaj�basd�kahsl òfnaslncalsdf
Loremipsum lorem ipsdaj�basd�kahsl òfnaslncalsdf

Società Italiana delle Storiche è nata nel 1989
con l'obiettivo di promuovere la ricerca storica,
didattica e documentaria nell'ambito della storia
delle donne e della storia di genere.

Target: Fiction, 7+
Format: 21 x 26 cm – Pages: 32
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Elisabetta Serafini
Illustrations: Caterina di Paolo

About the author

Researcher on historical studies, the Author collaborates with the Faculty of Modern 
History. Teacher in a primary school and teacher trainer, she deals with the teaching 
of history and its declination in terms of gender. She is national coordinator for 
teaching and member of the Didactic Commission for the Coordination of the 
History Societies.

Further volumes: 
• �e Mediterranean and Ancient River Valley Civilizations
• �e Greek and Roman Ages
• �e Middle Ages
• �e Modern Age
• �e Contemporary Age

The Italian Society of Historics (SIS) It is the first association of professional 
historians founded in Italy. At the center of its activity is the training and the spread 
of knowledge as a means of transformation of social reality and enhancement of 
women-related topics, making them a continuous political practice in line with the 
feminist movement. 
SIS devotes particular attention to training teachers and to teaching history, in an 
attempt to correct the limited approach of actual history manuals and school books 
that continue to teach us history only from a male point of view.

The series “Stories in History” originates from the desire to include the history of 
women and the gender relationships in general history. The series intends to provide 
materials that make it possible to enhance the story of the women of the past as an 
integral part of our history and to highlight the dynamics of gender relationships 
for a narration that is both mixed and inclusive. The books are designed to be read 
by girls and boys but at the same time they are equipped with on-line tools for the 
use of teachers in school. 

Is it possible to write a prehistory of women? 
What women did in the Paleolithic while 
men went hunting or were busy in making 
weapons and tools? Were these activities 
really exclusively only for men? Women are 
strongly underrepresented in history and this 
happens even more evidently going back in 
time, although sources provide data about the 
life of entire communities and the signs left by 
primitive peoples reveal a world populated by 
communities of women and men together. 
It is precisely that world that the first volume 
of this wonderful and attractive series “Stories 
in History” wants to introduce to children 
and little girls specifically, without using too 
mythical and ideological concepts and images, 
but highlighting how in society, gender roles 
are constantly redefined. 

PREHISTORY
Di�erent Looks. New Stories
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Storie nella Storia

Francesca Minen e Caterina Di Paolo

Francesca M
inen e C

aterina D
i Paolo - Le civiltà dei �um

i. A
ltri sguardi, nuovi racconti

Le Civiltà  dei  Fiumi
Una storia raddrizzata 

Immaginate se un matematico tentasse di risolvere un’equazione usando 
soltanto numeri dispari, un pittore preparasse la sua tavolozza senza usare
il rosso e il giallo, un poeta componesse versi con parole senza vocali...
Avremmo equazioni diseguali, dipinti sbiaditi, versi dalle sonorità rauche
e impronunciabili.
E la storia dell’umanità? Immaginate se uno storico raccontasse solo i fatti
e le avventure degli uomini. Avremmo una storia strana, irreale, sbilenca. 

A ben vedere, per molti secoli lo è proprio stata: la storia narrava di invasioni, 
guerre, crociate, lotte per il potere tra papi e imperatori, tra re e signori, viaggi 
avventurosi, grandi scoperte.
Tutto merito degli uomini, grandi uomini. Eroi.

Le donne attraversavano i libri di storia come fantasmi: qualche regina, 
nobildonne intriganti, una grande badessa, una santa battagliera, qualche 
letterata, una rivoluzionaria e così via. Ogni epoca ha avuto le sua poche 
illustri eroine. Ma tutte le altre donne?
Dov’erano, come vivevano, cosa facevano, cosa pensavano le donne
del passato? Domande che non trovavano risposta nei libri di storia:
una storia incompleta e parziale che, a pensarci bene, non aiutava a capire
la storia degli uomini. Per completarla, era necessario raccogliere una massa
di informazioni sulla vita delle donne e riscrivere la storia delle donne e degli 
uomini: la storia dell’umanità.
È stato come restituire i numeri pari ai matematici,
il rosso e il giallo ai pittori, le vocali ai poeti.

La collana Storie nella Storia propone alle bambine e ai bambini, alle ragazze
e ai ragazzi un racconto nuovo della storia, capace di intrecciare le vicende
di donne e uomini, di valorizzare le relazioni e le differenze, di contribuire 
infine alla costruzione di un mondo comune migliore.

Online il materiale didattico e gli approfondimenti
per insegnanti, educatori, educatrici. 

settenove.it/civilta-dei-fiumi

Francesca Minen
Ha conseguito il dottorato in Scienze dell’antichità presso l’Università Ca’ 
Foscari di Venezia. Ricercatrice in Storia del Vicino Oriente antico, collabora 
con l’Università degli Studi di Udine. Insegna discipline letterarie e classiche 
nelle scuole secondarie di secondo grado.

Caterina Di Paolo
È nata in Friuli nel 1987. Ha studiato Filosofia del linguaggio a Venezia
e Comunicazione e design per l’editoria all’ISIA di Urbino.
Lavora come grafica, redattrice e illustratrice.

La collana Storie nella Storia è realizzata in collaborazione con la Società 
Italiana delle Storiche (SIS), nata nel 1989 con l’obiettivo di promuovere
la ricerca storica, didattica e documentaria nell’ambito della storia delle donne 
e della storia di genere.

L’invenzione della scrittura segna il passaggio
dalla Preistoria alla Storia. Purtroppo la Storia 

dell’umanità viene spesso raccontata solo dal punto
di vista degli uomini. Nessuna notizia di donne, bambine
e bambini. Eppure tutti loro hanno lasciato tracce di sé. 
Basta scovarle! Chi meglio di Agatha Christie, scrittrice, 

esperta di misteri e archeologa per passione, può 
accompagnarci in questo viaggio nel tempo? A bordo

della sua tavola, surfando tra le onde delle antiche civiltà 
dei �umi, andremo dalla Mesopotamia all’India, passando 

per l’Egitto e la Cina, osservando con altri sguardi,
in cerca di nuovi racconti.

€ 14,50

Target: Fiction, 7+
Format: 21 x 26 cm- Pages: 56
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Francesca Minem
Illustrations: Caterina Di Paolo

Target: Fiction, 7+
Format: 21 x 26 cm- Pages: 56

Binding: Softcover
Texts: Anna Chiaiese

Illustrations: Caterina Di Paolo

Agatha Christie, writer and archaeologist by passion, 
will guide girls and boys on a journey to the origins of 
the ancient Mesopotamian and Egyptian, Indian and 
Chinese civilizations. We will discover together how 
the most ancient writings have been deciphered and 
which women have left their mark in the historical 
studies of the Ancient River Valleys Civilizations. 
The ancient documents, written by men of the 
past and interpreted by men of the present, do not 
contemplate women, children and girls. Agatha 
Christie, with the help of famous archaeologists of 
the past, will try to reconstruct their daily life, the 
role they played in society and in the economy of 
their time.

The Stories in History series offers children - girls 
and boys - a new telling of history, able to weave 
together the events of women and men, to enhance 
relationships and differences, to finally contribute to 
the construction of a best common world.

GreEK-Roman Age

For centuries the history of Greek and Roman 
civilizations only narrated about famous 
men, forgetting any other people: women, 
children, slaves, and strangers. But nowadays, 
like detectives ready to reopen the case, 
we can question the official interpretation 
and find a new look of the past, a plural 
inclusive investigation to tell about the rest 
of humanity. In order to do that, we’ll travel 
in Europe, Africa, Asia, and we’ll meet many 
famous people and also less known ones, 
which nevertheless have had a place in the 
humankind history.

THE MEDITERRANEAN AND ANCIENT RIVER 
VALLEYS CIVILIZATIONS 
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GRETA AND THE OTHERS

The story tells the friendship between Astrid, 
an aspiring journalist, and Greta Thunberg, the 
environmental activist nominated for the Nobel 
Peace Prize, who in a few months managed to enter 
the imagination of all of us as the «Environment 
Guardian». Astrid interviews Greta for her school 
blog, she wants to know more about her story. 
Thus, the story of her commitment to the climate 
is intertwined with her personal history, past and 
present, in a dialogue that evokes flashbacks about 
her childhood and useful information to understand 
the reasons for her struggle. 
The evocative text by Fulvia Degl’Innocenti and the 
sparkling illustrations by Francesca Rizzato make 
the book suitable for young readers aged 6+ and also 
for school programs focused on this topic.

Target: Fiction, 6+
Format: 13 x 21 cm - Pages: 64
Binding: Softcover with flaps
Texts: Fulvia Degl’Innocenti
Illustrations: Francesca Rizzato
English sample translation available
Rights sold: South Korea

Collana

Narrativa

Fulvia Degl’Innocenti
È giornalista e autrice di numerosi libri per l’infanzia, 
molti dei quali tradotti all’estero. Per i suoi romanzi 
ha ricevuto diversi premi, tra cui il Premio Andersen 
per il libro Io sono così (Settenove 2015), e il Bancarellino. 
È presidente di Icwa, Italian children’s writers association. 
Per Settenove ha scritto anche Io sono Adila.

Francesca Rizzato
Illustratrice e gra�ca trevigiana. Ha illustrato Un libRO 
DA RIsolvere. Enigmi e rebus con Gianni Rodari 
(Einaudi Ragazzi, 2019) e Cercatori d’arte (Scuola Grande 
S. Giovanni, 2015). È curatrice e coordinatrice delle 
mostre del Treviso Comic Book Festival e nel 2015 
ha co-fondato il collettivo di fumetto Super Squalo Terrore.

«Sembra una soldata di guardia, tanto è immobile 
con il suo cartello bene in vista. Le grandi rivoluzioni 
sono iniziate sempre da piccoli gesti simbolici, 
e se un giorno la Terra potrà dirsi salva, tutti e tutte 
ricorderanno quella �gurina con l’impermeabile giallo 
e le trecce che testimoniava il suo amore per l’ambiente». 

La lotta per il clima di Greta �unberg 
ha contagiato milioni di giovani in tutto il mondo. 

Come Astrid, che intervista la sua eroina per 
il blog della scuola. Greta parla della sua infanzia, 
del suo impegno e di tante altre ragazze come lei 
che hanno manifestato per un mondo più pulito.

Fulvia Degl’Innocenti
Greta e le altre.
Un pianeta
da salvare

«Abbiamo bisogno di speranza, ovviamente. Ma ancora più 
che sperare abbiamo bisogno di agire. Quando iniziamo 
ad agire, la speranza è dappertutto.»

Greta �unberg

€  12,00

Illustrazioni di
Francesca Rizzato

Fulvia D
egl’Innocenti e Francesca Rizzato - Greta e le altre. Un pianeta da salvare

THE CHEF OF EMOTIONS

“There is a place where restaurants are all 
very good: from typical dishes to ethnic 
food, everywhere tasty, flawless cooking, for 
perfectioners. Yet, those who live in the village 
always recommend the only Trattoria where 
you do not eat, actually!”

The Chef of Emotions serves very special 
creations and prepares only one dish a day 
but inspired by an emotion (joy, disgust, 
happiness, sadness). Those who can taste it, 
start laughing, thinking or even meditating 

– depending on the kind of dish – and 
exits the place emotionally improved! That 
special Chef has a secret that he jealously 
guards. Every morning he goes out for 
a walk and has his fill of life! He looks 
at everything happening around and to 
everyone with empathy and attention, he 
takes pity, he is moved, he laughs out loud, 
he blushes or cheers. Then he takes his 
emotions back and seasons his dishes with 
his tears. This is his secret: tears of all kinds, 
fresh from the day!
Because there are many types of tears, and each 
one has its usefulness and its special flavour...

Target: Fiction, 5+
Format: 22 x 28 cm - Pages: 40
Binding: Softcover with flaps
Texts: Daniele Bergerio
Illustrations: Massimiliano Di Lauro
Rights sold: Russia

I Like Spiderman, So What? 

Cloe is a six-year-old girl who likes inventing stories 
that her mother types on her computer. She is also truly 
passionate about her new Spiderman schoolbag that 
she chose for her first day at school. Except her parents, 
everyone else judges her choice with the same opinion: 
«That’s for boys!». But Cloe wants to play soccer with 
her friends and she loves superheroes t-shirts but 
education and toys are rigidly divided between boys and 
girls. She wants to be free and asks to her hairdresser 
to make her look like her male school friends «because 
boys can do what they want». 

�e book introduces various issues related to gender 
stereotypes and identity but also tries to explain the 
relationship between children within an increasingly 
nowadays multicultural context.

Target: Fiction, 5+
Format: 13 x 21 cm - Pages: 64

Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Giorgia Vezzoli

Illustrations: Massimiliano Di Lauro
Full English Translation available
Rights sold: Russia, South Korea, 

Spanish (Worldwide)
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Target: Fiction, 6+ 
Format: 16,5 x 23,5 cm
Binding: Hardcover
Pages: 48
Texts: Gabriele Clima
Illustrations: Antongionata Ferrari
Rights free for Italy

Clara’s Nativity

Christmas is coming and Clara is 
preparing to make her Nativity. The 
neighborhood store is full of beautiful 
and precious statues, of huts, of oxen 
and donkeys and glittering comets. 
These are beautiful things, but Clara 
is not sure that the real beauty is that 
expensive and shiny one. Perhaps there 
is another way to make a Nativity, a 
more authentic, more simple one. And 
thus, more beautiful.
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THE STORY OF VERA

Germany, 1945. Little Vera is imprisoned with 
her mother, sister and many other people in 
a German prison camp during World War II. 
Vera knows why she’s there: some say that they 
are different from all the others, and this is why 
they have been locked up where they are now. 
But what does it mean “to be different from 
the others”? “Of course I’m different from the 
others, each one is different from every other, 
like trees, flowers, snowflakes are. This is 
pretty normal.” A modern fairy tale that shows 
the absurdity of discrimination (of all kinds of 
discrimination), and offers, in the innocent 
and unselfish vision that only children can 
have, the importance of hope even where it 
cannot be seen. In a dreadful concentration 
camp Vera’s heart defeats evil…

ROBY WHO CAN FLY

Roby, since from an early age, flies with the wind. 
For him flying is not a game, to him it’s like living, 
it’s like breathing. And since no one can live without 
breathing, Roby sometimes opens his arms and let 
himself be carried away, flying with the birds or with 
the tufts of poplars playing in the air. The teacher 
sees him and shakes him. - Roby – she asks him, - 
Where are you? Come back to us. Roby apologizes 
and gets back to reality, for a while. He knows it. 
Everybody keeps telling him: children have to learn 
to keep their feet on the ground. But it’s no use, 
Roby is like that. And in fact, ten minutes later, he 
opens his arms and goes away, again, with the wind.
A tender and wonderfully written story on 
hyperactivity, on the management of emotions by 
hyperactive children and on the relational modalities 
to be known for parents and educators to deal with 
such situations.

Target: Picture Books, 6+
Format: 23,5 x 25,5 cm – Pages: 48
Binding: Hardcover
Texts & Illustrations: Gabriele Clima

Target: Fiction, 7+ 
Format: 14 x 20,5 cm – Pages: 76
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Gabriele Clima
Illustrations: Cristiana Cerretti

About the author

Gabriele was born in 1967: he lives and works in Milan. He has written many books, including 
picture books, toy books and fiction titles addressing to different age groups, from young 
children to teens. He believes that writing is today one of the most effective ways to talk to 
the younger generations about important issues of their life, to explore and discuss about 
their world and their contemporaneity. For this reason he often gives voice to those who 
usually have none writing stories about adoption, discrimination, diversity, marginalization, 
integration and disability, war or memory, friendship and civil engagement. For La Coccinella 
he also designs books for pre-school children: his series titled “With Your Little Finger” is 
currently a best-selling series. He is a member of ICWA, the Italian Children’s Literature 
Writers Association. Some of his books have been translated into various languages. �e Sun 
�rough Your Fingers was awarded the Andersen Prize, Category 15+ at the Bologna Book Fair 
2017 and it’s already been already sold in many countries.
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The Tree of Stories

That’s how Sef begins to tell his stories, ancient 
stories of men and animals, which have in them an 
extraordinary power. And while Sef narrates, the 
river slows its course, the moon grows up over the 
courtyard and something happens, unexpectedly, in 
the mind of the listener. Because there is always, in 
every one, something that a story is able to change. 
Even the fate of those who have embarked, because of 
adverse circumstances, on the wrong way.

Target: Fiction, 6+
Format: 12 x 19 cm
Pages: 192 
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Gabriele Clima
Illustrations: Alberto Madrigal

The Purring Child

The book narrates the adventures of Pepe, a very special 
pet cat. One day, in the tenement, No, a decidedly 
bizarre little human, arrives: No does not speak like 
humans, he does not think like humans and does not 
behave like humans. And this is why humans keep him 
locked up, like a dog, but worse than for a dog, because 
dogs are taken out from time to time. A tender and 
funny story, a strange friendship between a cat living 
indoor and an autistic child that has the feel of a thriller, 
but with a bit of humor and a bit of adventure.

Target: Fiction, 7+
Format: 12 x 19 cm
Pages: 160
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Gabriele Clima
Illustrations: Ilaria Campana
English sample translation available
Rights sold: Turkey

My Teacher is a Vampire

Is Amaranta really a vampire? Greta seems certain, 
indeed, very certain. And so a deep, passionate study 
begins hunting for evidence, with relatives, parents, 
friends, the librarian, and even internet. A cheerful 
and bubbly story to show (with a dash of suspense 
and a touch of thrill-tale) how appearances can be 
deceiving, and how to find out the truth it’s enough to 
undermine the point of view from which we are used 
to observe things. Because reality is not the same for 
everyone, it changes depending on how we look at it.

Target: Fiction, 6+ 
Format: 7,50 x 14 cm
Pages: 48
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Gabriele Clima
Illustrations: Carla Manea
English sample translation available

About the author

Laura Walter lives in Padua where she works 
and writes stories for children, her true passion. 
She started with the novel La Grande P.P.P., a 
special mention to the Pippi 2004 Prize. Her 
second novel, Mistica Maëva and the Ring of 
Venice, the first of the trilogy that is starring 
the red Maëva, won the Libri Infiniti – Critici 
in Erba Award in 2007 and the national prize 
Mariele Ventre 2008, ex aequo with Bruno 
Tognolini. The secret to the success of Laura 
Walter’s Mistica Maëva books is simple: the 
author captures her readers’ attention with 
legend, holds it with intrigue and adventure, 
then serves up a feast of architecture and 
history so fascinating they can’t wait to come 
back for more. 

Target: Fiction, Fantasy, Adventure, 8+
Format: 14 x 21 cm - Binding: Hardcover with Jacket – Also available in a paperback version
Titles: Mistica Maëva e l’anello di Venezia (the Venice ring) – Pages: 192; 
Mistica Maëva e la Torre delle Stelle (the Starry Tower) – Pages: 328; 
Mistica Maëva e il Balcone dei Segreti (the Secret Balcony) – Pages: 306
Rights sold: Netherlands, Greece

The stories take the reader on a series of whirlwind adventures through three fascinating Italian cities and between past and present, 
reality and a parallel dimension. The cast of eccentric and engaging characters (including a ginger tomcat, a band of stray cats, a 
pigeon, a tarot-card reading grandmother, an erudite professor and the protagonist, a 12-year old Mistica Maëva and her friend Giaki) 
solve riddle after riddle and unravelling enigmas to save Venice from being flooded forever, to find Galileo’s magical “eye of the soul” 
telescope in Padova and to save love from a dangerous enemy in Verona.

The Venice ring 
The Starry Tower

 
The Secret Balcony 

Mistica Maëva Trilogy

An original and accomplished middle grade trilogy. The writing is superb. It is rich in 
colour with delightful swashbucklings of metaphor.
Readers will engage with the winsome, personable characters and be carried away 
by the exhilarating plot. The books are steeped in irresistible Italian atmosphere and 
legend, from Venice to Verona to Padova. Each book has its own standalone appeal, but 
would make an accomplished and compelling series. A rattling Grand Tour from the 
comfort of our chairs!

Discover a novel 
worthy of the best classic 

adventure series!
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Luigi Ballerini 
Benedetta Bonfiglioli 

TUTTO IL CIELO 
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Luigi Ballerini 
Benedetta Bonfiglioli 
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Art Director: Cecilia Flegenheimer
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ISBN 978-88-566-1097-0

€ 14,50
IVA inclusa

Adele e Lorenzo si conoscono per caso 
un giorno d’estate, quando un acquaz-
zone li costringe a rifiugiarsi all’asciutto 
in un bar. Vogliono iscriversi entrambi a 
un corso di teatro, ma non potrebbero 
essere più diversi. 
Adele è riflessiva, le piace leggere e star-
sene per i fatti suoi, mentre Lorenzo è 
il classico bel ragazzo tutto muscoli che 
una come lei nemmeno la guarda. O al-
meno questo è quello che pensa Adele...
E mentre a poco a poco imparano a co-
noscersi, ad aprirsi l’un l’altra, a inna-
morarsi, capita la cosa più strana della 
loro vita. Perché quel bar è tutt’altro 
che normale: quel bar con i mobili anni 
Cinquanta e la musica fuori moda apre 
una porta verso il passato. Un varco che 
costringerà Adele a fare i conti con il 
mistero che avvolge suo padre, che non 
ha mai conosciuto ma che non ha nem-
meno mai dimenticato.

LUIGI BALLERINI
BENEDETTA BONFIGLIOLI

Luigi è nato nel 1963, Benedetta dodi-
ci anni dopo. Luigi fa lo psicoanalista, 
Benedetta insegna inglese al liceo. Luigi 
vive a Milano, dove si corre sempre, Be-
nedetta vive a Correggio, dove si corre 
sì, ma tra i campi coltivati della Pianura 
Padana. Luigi inizia a scrivere le storie 
senza sapere come finiranno, Benedetta 
pianifica tutto.
Molto diversi, dunque. Eppure questo 
libro lo hanno scritto insieme, forse 
perché entrambi conoscono bene i ra-
gazzi, forse perché di loro apprezzano 
la vivacità e la voglia di stare bene. E 
hanno scoperto che incontrarsi al di là 
delle posizioni più rigide rende migliore 
il lavoro di ciascuno. Si sono divertiti, e 
alla fine si può dire che ora sono anche 
amici.

Cosa credi? 
Che lasciarsi voler bene 

sia sempre facile?

TUTTO IL CIELO 

POSSIBILE

ISBN 978-88-566-3367-2

€ 00,00
IVA inclusa

ALL THE SKY ABOVE US

Adele and Lorenzo know each other by chance one 
Summer day, when a downpour forces them to take 
refuge in a dry place in a bar. They want both to 
enroll in a theater course, but they could not be more 
different. Adele is reflective, she likes to read and sit 
on her own, while Lorenzo is the classic handsome 
guy, all muscles that would never even look at her. 
Or at least that’s what Adele thinks... And while 
they gradually learn to know each other, to open 
up to each other, to fall in love, the strangest thing 
happens in their lives. Because that bar is anything but 
normal: that bar with classic Fiftys’ furniture and old-
fashioned music opens a door to the past. A gap that 
will force Adele to come to terms with the mystery 
that surrounds her father, whom she has never known 
but whom she has never even forgotten.

EVERY SECOND COUNTS

A coming-of-age novel that tells the story of a single 
day and the story of a whole life at the same time. 
Exams, Summer vacations, love and true friendship: 
reminding us of how much each second of our life 
is really worth living. Giacomo does not have much 
confidence in himself: the only certainties in his life 
are Fabione, Giacomo’s best friend, and Martina, a girl 
whose troubled past continues to torment her, and 
keeps her from letting herself go and loving Giacomo.
Once exams are over, Giacomo and Fabione are 
planning an adventurous Summer holiday on the 
beaches of Puglia, in southern Italy. But the adventure 
gets to a bad start. Giacomo is plagued by a wicked 
headache, he feels like a high-speed train is racing 
through his skull; and Fabione breaks his ankle 
playing soccer just before leaving. But they’re not 
going to let anything stop them... 

A thousand kilometers of adventure, freedom, con�dences 
and secrets. It’s friendship, it’s life ... but everything can end 
suddenly.

Target: Fiction, 12+
Format: 13 x 21 cm – Pages: 204
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Luigi Ballerini/Benedetta Bonfiglioli

Target: Fiction, 13+
Format: 16 x 23 cm – Pages: 256
Binding: Hardcover
Texts: Luigi Ballerini
Awards: Finalist for the Leggimi Forte Award 
2018-2019 (Children’s Book Section)
Rights sold: SlovenianFICTION 10+
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Target: Fiction, 12+ - Format: 14 x 21,5 cm – Pages: 176 - Binding: Hardcover  
Texts: Gabriele Clima
Awards: Winner of the Andersen Prize 2017, Fiction 15+
Rights sold: Catalonia, Chinese (Simpli�ed), Chinese (Complex), France, Germany, 
Slovenia, Spanish (Latin America), Russia, South Korea, Turkey, Vietnam
Rights sold: Catalonia, Chinese (Simpli�ed), Chinese (Complex), France, Germany, 

KEEP WALKING

Syria. 2016. Salìm, 11 years-old, fleeing Aleppo 
with his father and a group of other refugees, 
and Fatma, 13, sent as a suicide bomber by 
her father and brother, SI militants toward 
a military camp on the Turkish border. 
Fatma and Salìm, two sides of the same war, 
both destined to a path they did not choose. 
The story, with the parallel life of the two 
protagonists, offers a look not only at the 
issue of refugees or of religious terrorism (and 
trying to unravel the confusion that recent 
events have generated), but especially on the 
tragedy of children violated, on the fate that 
awaits children (all children, regardless of 
their stories) during a war. From a true story.

A PARTISAN’S SUMMER

Julia is spending a few days in the country at 
Casaverde, at her grandfather’s house, where 
she was used to spend her days as a child. 
But now Julia has grown up, and since her 
grandfather house has no internet, no TV 
or cell phones, it looks like it’s going to be a 
very boring holiday. But Julia does not realize 
yet she is going to live an adventure of those 
she could never imagine. The stories of her 
grandfather who was an active member of 
the Italian Resistenza, the Partisan actions 
he took part in and a phrase, engraved on 
the pedestal of a statue dedicated to Antonio 
Gramsci, will project her into a whirlwind 
where, unexpectedly, also love will make 
its appearance. A story about the value of 
memory and civil engagement that today, after 
more than 70 years, Partisan Resistance is still 
able to teach us.

THE SUN THROUGH YOUR FINGERS

Dario is sixteen. He is a very difficult person to deal with, his teachers know something about it. 
He lives with his mother with whom he communicates little or nothing. After all it is her fault, 
Dario thinks, if his father abandoned the family when he was just a child. At school, after yet 
another confrontation, the dean decides to give him an exemplary punishment, and assigns him to 
assist a disabled student. That’s how Dario meets Andy, immobilized on a wheelchair and unable 
to communicate with the outside world. Dario and Andy. They could not be more different. Yet, 
an extraordinary adventure “on the road” will reverse all schemes. A road adventure able to 
overturn all stereotypes over teenager distress and disability.

Target: Fiction, 13+
Format: 15 x 21 cm
Pages: 160
Binding: Softcover

Target: Fiction, 9/10+
Format: 12,5 x 19 cm
Pages: 110
Binding: Softcover

Target: Fiction, 13+
Format: 15 x 21 cm
Pages: 160
Binding: Softcover

Target: Fiction, 9/10+
Format: 12,5 x 19 cm
Pages: 110
Binding: Softcover
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CLICK!

Cesare attends the second year of High School.
One day he is suddenly hit by an epileptic seizure 
at school. A “click” indicates the arrival of a 
crisis, like a switch that turns off his conscience. 
The book follows Cesare and his three best 
friends and a girlfriend during a normal but 
very intriguing schoolyear: Mattia who was in a 
coma for a week after a motorbike accident and 
woke up convinced to have been picked up by 
aliens; Tobia who to rebel against his mother, 
who was bothering him to prepare his suitcase 
for a school trip, eventually decides to leave his 
case at home and to put everything on; Tommy, 
met in hospital and soon become a new trusted 
friend; Leti, beautiful and patient, with whom 
Cesare is in love. The novel is about the curing 
power of friendship and love while dealing with 
the unique effort of growing up. 

THE WOLF’S ROOM

Nico has got a problem. His anger. And the fact 
that he is unable to control it. Because anger, 
when it comes, is like a wolf that follows you, 
hunts you and does not leave you until he has 
overwhelmed you. You cannot stop a wolf. 
You cannot stop the anger if it becomes a 
wolf. Maybe that’s why Nico is unable to keep 
a relationship, either with his friends or with 
Claudia, who’s the only one able to help him. 
But Nico cannot yet figure it out: to make this 
happen it will be necessary that the darkest and 
most disruptive part of himself, the angry part, 
the wolf, takes over.

From the author of the 2017 Andersen awarded 
Il sole fra le dita, a novel about teens’ anger and 
about the emotional and rational storm that 
often, at that age, unchains unexpectedly.

Target: Fiction, 12+
Format: 14 x 21 cm – Pages: 144
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Luigi Ballerini

Target: Fiction, 12+
Format: 14 x 21,5 cm – Pages: 192
Binding: Hardcover with jacket
Texts: Gabriele Clima
Rights sold: Russia, Spanish (Worldwide)
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THE INVISIBLES and THE MYSTERY  
OF GAIA

An unprecedented experiment takes place at 
the New Era Studies Centre, where a team of 
telepaths join forces to increase the scope of 
their mental prowess. The trial is successful 
and the telepaths unexpectedly intercept 
an SOS from far, far away. Who sent it, and 
where from exactly? And why does a secret 
commando try to kidnap Pumpkin, the 
youngest member on the telepathic team? The 
Invisibles will have to protect her. Between 
chaotic climate changes, balloon flights and 
trips to the Amazonas, our young heroes will 
eventually discover that the message came 
from Earth itself – a planet on the verge 
of an environmental catastrophe. Will the 
Invisibles manage to outrun time and save the 
Earth with the help of a mysterious cybernaut 
called Captain Nemo? 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Giovanni Del Ponte was born in Turin where he lives in an 
attic flat looking over the river Po. He is very fond of comics 
and cinema, and between the ages of fourteen and thirty he 
directed short films, which included Futuro remoto, a science 
fiction comedy and a tribute to the Italian Walt Disney, 
Romano Scarpa. When he writes, he attempts to evoke the 
same emotions he felt as a child when watching films or 
reading comics and books. So far he has written four books 
in a series called Gli Invisibili edited by De Agostini Editore: 
Il segreto di Misty Bay, La strega di Dark Falls, Il castello di Doom 
Rock and L’enigma di Gaia. He has also published the novel 
Acqua tagliente (De Agostini, 2008) and the short story La 
leggenda della masca Ciattalina in the collection Tantestorie 
(Ega Editore, 2004).
 
Awards: “Premio nazionale di narrativa per ragazzi Comunità 
Montana dell’Alto Crotonese” (2003) for “Gli Invisibili - La strega 
di Dark Falls”; Premio Bancarellino 2004 for “Gli Invisibili - Il 
castello di Doom Rock”; Premio Giovanni Arpino 2005 for “Gli 
Invisibili - Il castello di Doom Rock”.

Target: Fiction, 12+
Format: 12 x 20,5 cm - Pages: 344
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Giovanni Del Ponte
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BURNING WATER

Arizona, the Painted Desert.
Among the steep cliffs of orange granite, a geologist 
discovers a cavern whose walls are covered with 
mysterious symbols. Rising up in the center of it is a 
colossal stone organ, through which “music” is played 
by the water running through it. Yet this water source 
is considered cursed by the Hopi Indians living on the 
Navajo reserve, who have always avoided using it and 
call it “Burning Water”. 
Six years later, in the middle of the desert, tycoon 
Anton Glass inaugurates New Atlantis, the world’s 
biggest water park. Full of spectacular, futuristic 
attractions, it taps into the aquifer discovered earlier.
The guests at the inauguration include the WebTV 
BoyZ, a multiethnic group of young no-global cyber-
activists who see the park as an environmental 
monster. They accepted the invitation intending to 
investigate its devastating effects for an article on their 
website. Yet once they arrive, strange, eerie events 
begin to take place. A Hopi medicine man is found to 
have died from drowning inside his hut in the middle 
of the mountains. Immediately afterwards, people 
vanish into thin air and mysterious mutant creatures 
appear in the water throughout the park, attacking 
the guests. The entire area suddenly finds itself cut off 
from the rest of the world, surrounded by an invisible 

dome that continuously expands.
The situation comes to a head in a series of increasingly 
devastating occurrences. Every drop of water inside 
the park becomes a passageway to a dimension 
parallel to our own, yet one that’s full of water and 
populated by evil, ravenous creatures. It seems that 
when the park was built, it reopened an ancient portal 
between the two worlds, which is now putting the 
whole planet’s very existence at risk.
The WebTV BoyZ suddenly find themselves in the 
middle of a gripping adventure. Thanks to a Hopi 
Indian, a young Italian expert in ancient civilizations 
and a robotics genius, they manage to decipher a 
message dating back to the Pleistocene and discover 
how to close the portal. The race against time becomes 
more and more frantic with each passing moment.
When the water level in the park begins to rise 
relentlessly and all hope seems lost, Kevin and 
Pumpkin, two members of the WebTV BoyZ team, 
delve down an ancient ritual that will lead them to 
the conclusion of the adventure, in the same cavern 
where it all began. 
The portal is closed, the two dimensions are once again 
separated and the water park is sacrificed, leaving way 
for a lake that offers new possibilities to the Hopi 
Indians on the reserve. The result is renewed hope for 
a future of peaceful coexistence among the different 
populations and greater respect for the environment. 

Target: Fiction, 12+
Format: 12 x 20,5 cm - Pages: 380
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Giovanni Del Ponte



ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Bruno Tognolini was born in Cagliari in 1951 and lives part 
of his time in Bologna, part in Lecce. After attending DAMS 
in Bologna and enjoying a decade of theater playing in the 
‘80s, for thirty years he has been a writer “for children and 
for their grown-up ones”. He wrote poetry, novels and 
stories (50 titles published), television programs (4 years of 
Albero Azzurro and 13 of Melevisione, RAI programs), plays, 
essays, videogames (Nirvana X-Rom from the famous movie 
by Gabriele Salvatores), songs and other narratives. 
He was awarded the Andersen Prize in 2007 (as Best Writer 
for Children) and in 2011 (as Special Jury Prize for Rime di 
Rabbia). In 2017 his book Il giardino dei musi eterni has been 
nominated Book of the Year by Fahrenheit, RAI Radio3 (first 
time ever for a children book), finalist for the Strega Ragazzi 
Prize and has been awarded the LiBeR Prize.
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THE GARDEN OF ETERNAL SNOUTS

A touching and magically real story about a pet cemetery. A Maine Coon cat 
called Ginger wakes up after an illness to discover she’s actually dead, and 
one of many animals – referred to as Ànimans – who are now ethereal souls 
who live like “wind in the wind” or animals inhabiting all animals. They no 
longer have a physical presence, they are weightless, invisible to humans, 
can travel through time and space, and also into dreams. The main narrative 
describes mysterious occurrences in the cemetery which a group of Ànimans 
tries to investigate. The themes touched on are of a spiritual and ecological 
nature, using language and invention – in a way that has been compared to 
Gianni Rodari – to think about the meaning of life itself. From an animal’s 
perspective. 

LUNAMOONDA

Neonora, a Mediterranean technocity, in the near 
post-human future. Citizens live under the control 
of an omniscient network. Only the boys of the 
Lunamoonda band are not captured in this net living 
a wild life on a desert promontory on the sea. They 
are failed hybrids, escaped clones, test cases, useless 
creatures. But each of them is somehow special 
because they have converted their misfortunes into 
super powers. But there is a new girl who is perhaps 
more than what she seems. And there is a dark threat 
waiting for them. 
Among scenarios involving bio-nanotechnology, 
organ traffickers, music, dance and giant squids, an 
intense story unfolds telling us about confidence for 
the future, no matter how “biotechnomagic” this 
might be.

PALESTINA QUEST
Lilim of the Twilight

What can Lele, a young player of advanced 
videogames, and Father Joseph, an old friar expert 
builder of mechanical cribs, have in common? They 
will play and tell the story of Lilim the Monkey, 
a little wanderer with strange powers, and of her 
journey with Zahel Onagro, a hired assassin engaged 
in a dark quest: he is looking for a young woman 
who is about to give birth to a child announced by 
ancient prophecies. The place is the ancient Palestine 
of the Gospels in the Year Zero among Roman 
legions, religious police of Herod and King Magicians 
traveling to their due destination. A “high definition” 
historical novel in which books and videogames, very 
ancient and today’s narrations finally stop fighting 
and ally against one enemy.

Target: Fiction, YA-Adult-crossover
Format: 14 x 21 cm – Pages: 272
Binding: Hardcover with jacket
Texts: Bruno Tognolini
Awards: Book of the Year Fahrenheit (RAI Ra-
dio3) 2017, Finalist Premio Strega Ragazzi 2017,
LiBeR Award 2017

Target: Fiction, YA-Adult-crossover
Format: 13 x 20 cm – Pages: 276
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Bruno Tognolini
Awards: Elsa Morante Giovani Award 2008

Target: Fiction, 13+
Format: 13 x 20 cm – Pages: 340
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Bruno Tognolini
Rights sold: Spanish, Catalan

dio3) 2017, Finalist Premio Strega Ragazzi 2017,
LiBeR Award 2017
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MINE

When he is arrested for Stella’s murder, Cesare is only 15 
years old. From jail, he sends us his thoughts, memories 
and obsessions of a story of control and possession 
disguised as a romantic love. Anger and sorrow, remorse 
and certainties, are mixed in a diary that gives account of 
all that Cesare built and then himself destroyed. The book 
arises from a program of emotional education through 
emotional writing workshops that involved Italian and 
foreign schools. The author has asked girls and boys to 
imagine themselves as victims of abuses and to describe 
that condition from their point of view. The protagonists 
and the plot and the language of this book come from 
these stories, filtered and rewritten by the author.
 

THE THREE OF US

In the city of Rome, three inseparable friends 
and a very common teenager life: school, families 
in difficulty and the wealthy ones, crazy nights, 
scooter races, desire to be accepted and being part 
of a group… After that, speakers dull sound and 
dizzinesses, a guy approaches, a girl walks away 
talking in a low voice, the sound of the bathroom 
lock, the silence and then shaming. Adults remain 
in the background, until the disastrous weekend, 
when the situation gets worse and the night 
becomes a nightmare. 

THE LAST APPLE

The chronicle of a beating still unpunished against a 
young girl encourages Alice, a student from the Parini 
High School in Milan, to investigate in search of the 
culprit, offering a firm contribution to his capture. In 
the background, a love of today in its beginnings and 
the reconstruction of the complex family history of 
the protagonist, intertwined with the movements of 
the women of the 60s and 70s and the scandal of the 
historical inquiry “What Do Girls Think” published 
in the famous student newspaper The Mosquito, in 
its own high school, 50 years before.
A pressing voice, which combines the style of the noir 
genre with the fascinating tale of our recent history.

A Broken Hero 
Alan Turing’s Story

The story of Alan Turing, a man whose scientific, civil 
and political commitment contributed to the victory 
of the Allies over the nazi-fascist forces at the end of 
the Second World War. The story unfolds through 
the complicated military espionage carried out by 
the UK against Hitler’s army and the painstaking 
development of an electronic machine capable of 
decrypting the secret messages that the Nazi sent 
to their officers engaged on different fronts. He was 
a genius, first exploited and then thrown away. He 
was a great scientist but Alan Turing was homosexual 
too and, as such, a victim of prejudice and of a 
homophobic law that was abolished not long after 
Turing’s suicide.

PERIOD GIRL

When the period comes, Robin is 11 years old and strange 
phenomenons begin to happen. Voices, noises, her plant 
on the shelf suddenly grows... She will discover that, each 
month, during her period, she has a huge superpower: 
keeping in contact with the Earth, Robin can create and 
grow plants, trees and other natural elements. The book 
tells the genesis of a super heroine who can save the Planet 
from deforestation thanks to the power of her menstrual 
flow, collaborating with other women and girls and with 
the most important international organizations.
Period Girl is the first fiction where periods stop to be an 
enormous taboo and become the main «character» of the 
story. A fiction story to live the period time with pride and 
no longer with shame.

And I Am Here, Naked

Stella is a rebel and nonconformistic girl. She never 
smiles and doesn’t want a steady boyfriend. She 
listens only punk music and feels indestructible. 
When she meets Jacopo, he findes her tough, but 
love wins. When Stella seems to be overwhelmed 
by happiness, a disease risks to take her down. Stella 
tries to isolate herself, but she is not alone. She has a 
lovely grandmother who understands her and helps 
her to not abandon the university. She has Jacopo, 
who loves her above all prejudices. There are also 
Carolina, her best friend, and other friends. It is 
a stoy about love and friendship, transformation, 
recognition and freedom.

Target: Fiction, 13+
Format: 13 x 21 cm - Pages: 120 
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Antonio Ferrara
Cover Illustration: Chiara Carrer
Full English translation available
Rights sold: French

Target: Fiction, 13+
Format: 13 x 21 cm - Pages: 204 
Binding: Softcover
Texts: Zita Dazzi
Cover Illustration: Simona Mulazzani

Target: Fiction, 13+
Format: 15 x 21 cm - Pages: 200
Binding: Soft cover
Texts: Sofia Gallo
Cover Illustration: Giulia Piras

Target: Fiction, 10+
Format: 15 x 21 cm - Pages: 112
Binding: Soft cover
Texts: Antonio Ferrara

Target: Fiction, 11+
Format: 13 x 21 cm - Pages: 206
Binding: Soft cover
Texts: Giorgia Vezzoli

Target: Fiction, 15+
Format: 13 x 21 cm - Pages: 328
Binding: Soft cover
Texts: Cristina Obber
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